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NATURE’S CURIOSITIES
THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS DELIVERED TO THE SOCIETY ON

R.E. Evans

Chanterelle
, Church Road, Welborne, Dereham, Norfolk

Ladies and Gentlemen -

I have chosen to speak to you on nature’s curiosities in the hope that the subject
will provide something of interest to everyone.

Spider behaviour

Some years ago I became interested in spider behaviour and in the parasites that
plague them and their eggsacs. It is obvious that spiders often go to great lengths
to protect their eggs, wrapping them in silk, and hiding the sacs in leaves, under
stones and bark.

A series of experiments with the common spider Enoplognatha ovata was ar-
ranged to test the care she takes with her eggsac. A rolled-up leaf containing a spider
and her eggsac was removed from a plant and suspended in a jar for several days.
She seemed undisturbed by the change only leaving the leaf at night and returning
by the morning. This could be seen in the tell-tale threads in the container. The
leaf was then lowered to the base and left there overnight, when by morning she
had taken herself and eggsac to the container lid. It would seem to be a precaution
against crawling predators or flooding (Fig. 1). A similar leaf containing eggsac and
spider suspended in a jar as before was uneventful until a small quantity of water
was introduced. Overnight she removed herself and eggsac to the lid. High humidi-
ty is clearly disturbing to her (Fig. 2).

How well is she able to recognise her own eggsac? The eggsac of another species,
a ball of silk made from a caterpillar cocoon, and her own eggsac were placed in
a jar and the spider introduced. Her own sac is pale blue whilst the others were
of a different colour. She took all three to the lid of the container, soon discarding
the caterpillar silk, which was found in the base. The other eggsac was doubtfully
accepted—since spider eggsacs tend to cling together and it may have been this adhe-
sion rather than acceptance!

However she could hardly have been unaware of twelve eggsacs, and she does
have the ability to detach her eggsac from retaining threads as we have seen in its

removal from a leaf. Twelve eggsacs of this species (including her own) were placed
in a jar and the spider introduced. Overnight she had taken eleven to the top and
by the next day she had the dozen together, although it must be said that the load
had slipped to halfway down the jar (Fig. 3).

If her eggsac is placed on the bottom of a jar and covered with a few similar
size polystyrene balls she has no difficulty in locating and removing it to the lid—
the polystyrene balls are ignored. The maternal care she displays for her eggsac
is phenomenal, and she is quite prepared to take over any others supplied if they
are the same species.

The common spider Nucteana umbratica is perhaps not the most beautiful of
I her kind. She is black with a faint ‘leaf pattern on the back of her abdomen. Her
1 flattened shape enables her to hide in crevices during the day. She is one of the
• spiders that makes a number of eggsacs during her life and it would appear that

one mating or more is sufficient to enable her to produce eggsacs at roughly six
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Figs. 1-3 Spider behaviour. See text for explanation.

week intervals over a period of 15 months without further mating. One such spider

taken into captivity in March produced seven batches by May the following year

when she died. Perhaps she could have laid another eggsac as she was apparently

well nourished.

The spider Dysdera crocata must surely vie with Nucteana umbratica (at least

to human eyes) as singularly unattractive. Fairly common she has a reddish

cephalothorax (forepart) and 9 pinkish tubular abdomen. Her large forward poin-

ting chelicerae (jaws) are said to be able to penetrate our skin. I have never tried

to find out if this is so! One female was placed in a small container and a male
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introduced. The size of the male is roughly the same as that of the female. The
male ran over to the female and their legs interlocked. There was every appearance

that a most bloody battle was taking place. A hasty search for implements to separate

them was abandoned when it was seen that mating was taking place and repeated

several times during the day. When they separated the male was not attacked by

the female or harmed.
A small container with the green spider {Araniella cucubitina) and its young

spiderlings were kept for study. After a week or so a dead fly’s dessicated remains

were left from a previous feed. A live fly was introduced and caused considerable

disturbance. The spider was seen to attempt to catch the fly, missed and in error

seized the dried remains. She administered a poisonous bite and then proceeded

to wrap it in silk threads. She had been caught in a sequence of reflex actions oyer

which she had no control but let us not assume that she is incapable of adjusting

to a new set of circumstances.

Many years ago a large garden spider Araneus diadematus retreated behind fen-

cing boards when offered a stunned (but moving) fly on a pair of tweezers. With

a great deal of patience she was taught to recognise a tap on the boards as indicating

food, when she would come out from her retreat and take the fly from the tweezers.

Unhappily one day she had left the retreat and the experiment came to an abrupt end.

In nature total protection is virtually impossible and spiders have many parasites

and predators to fear. This was revealed in searching for spiders in the crevices

of fencing boards. On occasions small larvae were seen moving within the eggsac

and were later identified as Megeselia pulicaria, a small fly which under different

circumstances would provide a ready meal for spiders.

She lays her eggs on the outside of the cocoon and on hatching the larvae make

their way to the eggs on which they feed. If there are more eggs than the larvae

can consume then some young spiders emerge, otherwise the eggsac contains empty

egg shells, empty pupa cases and emerging flies. In a paper on this subject (Evans,

1969) I questioned as to whether another fly Megeselia nasonii was also involved

since its pupae had been found close to but not inside spider eggsacs. Some years

later collections from Wayland Wood, Norfolk gave proof to this conjecture (Disney

& Evans, 1980). Both fly species had not previously been recorded as parasites of

spider egg sacs. It is curious that I have also reared Megaselia pulicaria from decay-

ing fungi. This might indicate a possible movement to a predatory lifestyle, or perhaps

different habitats for their young are chosen by varieties within the same species.

Spore dispersal

In considering the dispersal of seeds I understand that well grown plants of the

following produce very large numbers of seeds: poppy 17,000, ragwort 63,000, bee

orchid 10,000 per fruit, whilst the flower heads of rhododendron each produce 7,000

seeds. These are insignificant compared with a 4 inch (cap size) toadstool dispers-

ing 15,000 million spores, or a bracket fungus producing 5.4 trillion spores over

a period of six months. This profligacy in spore production enables the fungus to

find special and curious habitats by dispersal over wide areas.

Those fungi we find characteristic of bonfire sites have arrived from sites which

are likely to be considerable distances away. The need for super abundance of spores

is necessary so that a few may reproduce. The remaining millions of spores falling

‘on stony’ ground are expendable. A survey of the fungi of a county is in consequence
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really a survey of the fruiting bodies (the toadstools) and can give little account of

the fungus living in wood or earth and not producing visible ’toadstools’. In spite

of these difficulties, a long survey will give some indication as to frequency or rari-

ty of these fruiting bodies and the habitat in which species are to be found.

This ability for using strange habitats is a character of a toadstool known as

Hebeloma radicosum. Some call this the mole nest finder since it often appears above

the animal’s tunnels, especially where the droppings occur. It utilises the material

which is rich in insect and worm remains.

Another fungus, Tephrocybe mephitica, is a small grey toadstool first found in

this country in Hampshire growing on experimental plots in plantations of Pinus

sylvestris and Pseudotsuga menziesii which had been treated with sodium and
potassium carbonate solutions (Khan & Hora, 1976). This alkaline area would not

be duplicated easily by nature, one might presume.
However in my pursuit of Diptera and Hymenoptera emerging from rotting

fungi I collected a large yellow toadstool. Russula claroflava, from East Winch Com-
mon, an equally large white toadstool Lactarius vellereus, from Felthorpe Woods,
and a wood encrusting fungus, Peniophora gigantea from Lynford picnic site. These
were placed in separate containers with sterile peat and the flies and their parasites

collected when they emerged. The containers and contents were then put aside and
forgotten for some weeks. Serendipity is the making of unexpected discoveries by
accident and the following is an example. Casually examining the containers which
were strong in ammonia in each case, toadstools of Tephrocybe mephitica were found.

The rotting of the fungi had produced accidentally the correct conditions for the

fruiting of this fungus. It is curious that the locations for the collected fungi are

about 16-20 miles apart and spores must have been present on them. Although these

are the second, third and fourth British records (Evans, 1985) the fungus living under

the ground must be widespread. Perhaps it produces other kinds of spores beneath

the soil and only erects its toadstools in alkaline conditions?

Corpse Finders

An even more unusual habitat is revealed in this group — fungi associated with

buried animal remains. A Japanese professor has suggested that this relationship

might help in the search for buried corpses. In the Far East, war graves could be

found by the presence of these fungi.

Fly killers Entomopthora sp.

A number of dead flies can often be seen in summer and autumn clinging to tall

grasses and other plants. These insects have swollen abdomens and between the

segments an extruding greyish white crust. This produces spores which are shot

off into the air. These fall on leaves etc. where they may well make contact with

a fly. The spores are sticky and adhere to the victim, germinating to invade the

insect’s interior. As the fly dies it usually rests above the ground and is anchored
there by fungal threads which often emerge through the proboscis.

Spore dispersal from a situation above the ground is a great advantage enabling

greater distribution, and more likelihood of finding a victim. To ensure survival

of the fungus species they have the ability to produce large thick walled resting

spores within the host’s interior (TancAmm spp.) These germinate when the condi-

tions are suitable.
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Fig. 4 Galls of Brachyneurina peniophorae on Peniophora cinerea.
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Caterpillar killers Paecilomyces sp.

Some other fungi specialise in attacking insects and often show some preference

for certain species. Larvae of moths are infected as they descend from trees and

shrubs to pupate in the ground. In their wanderings to find a suitable site they may
be in contact with spores or fungal threads. These grow through the wall of the

larva by means of an enzyme (chitinase) and ramify through the tissues, eventually

occupying all the inside of the caterpillar or pupa. In due course white stems arise

from the insect and these bear ’floury’ heads of minute white spores which disperse

to infect the area again. There will be years when the larvae are scarce and few

become infected. Nevertheless the fungus is common in soil and leaf litter with its

host.

This may seem a remarkable story but there is more! The parasitic fungus

described above is Paecilomyces farinosus, and it is occasionally found parasitised

by another fungus, Melanospora parasitica. This occurs as black “hairs” against the

floury whiteness of the stems. Since it is dependent upon the Paecilomyces its sur-

vival is remarkable. It is presumed that dispersal is affected by attachment of its

spores to those of its host since it does not appear to live independently.

Galls

There are no less than 14,750 different galls known on plants and 7,666 in central

and northern Europe but only 6 have been recorded on fungi. The following report

is an addition to that list.

The host is a bark encrusting fungus Peniophora cinerea and the gall producer

a midge Brachyneurina peniophorae. The gall midge lays its eggs on the surface of

the fungus, where on hatching they develop soft brown galls which soon enclose

the larvae (Fig. 4). Emergence is effected by the pupae extruding from the gall (Fig.

5) and the midge emerges from it (Harris & Evans, 1979).

Recent collections in Norfolk indicate this new midge is widespread in damp
areas, being seen in ten locations. Recently I have found galls of this species being

produced on another fungal host, Peniphora limitata, on an ash branch. It has an

associated parasitic wasp, Tetrastichum vacuna group nr. thysanotus.

You will note that in this talk fungi have been associated with bonfires, mole
nests, caterpillars, flies, and gall midges, and this is but a small selection of habitats.

I have been fortunate to unravel a few threads from the rich tapestry of nature.

I am also profoundly aware how few those threads are and how much is yet to be

discovered.
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FUNGAL INFECTION OF ALGAE IN THE BROADS
Keith Clarke

School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia.

Abstract

Although fungal infection of algae is common in the Broads it has not previously
been described. The purpose of the present paper is to indicate the extent of fungal
infection and mention some of the more common occurences. The taxonomy of
chytrid fungi is difficult and it has not been possible in every case to provide ac-
curate identifications.

Infection of Stephanodiscus hantzschii f. tenuis by an unidentified chytrid in the
River Bure and Malthouse Broad is described in detail.

Introduction

Very many samples of phytoplankton taken from the Broads contain algae which
are infected with Phycomycetes (“algae-fungi”). These fungi, mostly chytrids, are
never mentioned in works about the Broads. In view of their abundance it would
seen possible that they play an important part in the ecology of broads’ waters.

It is not uncommon to find that 30% of a population of algae are infected and
as populations of algae often reach fifty million cells per litre there must be, at times
an awful lot of chytrid fungi in the Broads.

In the course of examination of algae in the Broads over several years my
notebooks contain many references to the presence of chytrid fungi. By going through
these casual notes it is possible to get an overall view of the extent of fungal infec-

tion of algae observed in the Broads.
Many of the accounts of fungal epidemics have been in the laboratory or in

waters which have a fairly low nutrient status. The classic work of Canter and Lund
(1951) was undertaken in the English Lake District. It is interesting to compare
their results with an epidemic in the hypertrophic tidal lake system of the River
Bure where far more algae are present. Windermere has an annual chlorophyll ‘a’

maximum of 20-40 fig 1‘* (Tailing & Heaney, 1988) while in the Bure Broads this

figure is 200-400 fig U (Moss et al, 1988), a tenfold difference.

Chytrid fungi are not difficult to see with the microscope, especially as they
often contain refractile material which causes them to appear bright alongside the
algae. It is possible to confuse some micro-flagellates with them but a little observa-
tion soon allows a distinction to be made. Observation is greatly helped by the use
of a phase-contrast microscope. However, to provide reliable identification of chytrids
is difficult. It requires a knowledge ofmuch of the life-cycle of the specimen. Perhaps
because of the richness of the environment for chytrids it has proved very difficult

to obtain resting spores of most broadland specimens.

The life-cycle of the fungi is simple (Fig. 1). A motile spore attaches itself to

the alga, drops its flagellar apparatus and puts down a root into the alga, digesting

the cell contents. As it does so it grows in size and produces spores inside a sporangial

sack. These spores are liberated and go off to infect other algae. Differing spores

unite at times of population decline to produce thick-walled resting spores.

Araphid diatoms

In many of the Broads Asterionella can usually be met with, although it seldom reaches
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Fig. 1 Life cycle of a chytrid fungus. Notes on a chyrtrid infecting Astertonella formosa in the Broads.

the dominance found in the Lake District for instance. Very often it is in second,

third or fourth place to centric diatoms, Synedra, or Diatoma.
The infection of Asterionella formosa Hass, in the Broads is mostly by

Rhizophydium planktonicum Canter but a very similar fungus also causes infections

(Fig. 1) and many of my earlier notes of Rhizophydium planktonicum may refer to

this other chytrid. Canter has noted (Canter & Lund, 1948) that R. planktonicum

is almost always present if the host is. Generally only about 5% of cells are infected.

Epidemics where 90% are infected as in Windermere (Canter & Lund, 1951) have

not been observed in the Broads. Also the numbers of encysted zoospores per cell

is only one or two. Multiple infections seem to be much rarer in the Broads.

In the Broads, as in the Lake District, the population ofAsterionella will persist

for months with a fair proportion of infected cells.

The other two common araphid genera in the Broads, Synedra and Diatoma
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Fig. 2 Chytrid sporangium on Navicula rhynchocephala from Woodbastwick.

do not suffer much from fungi. They are occasionally seen with sporangia or en-

cysted zoospores but no epidemics, like the epidemic on Synedra reported in Hols-

tein (Holfeld, in press), have been observed in the Broads.

Raphid Diatoms

Raphid diatoms are motile and anything growing on the outside is a restriction to

their mobility. Nevertheless this seems to be the usual type of chytrid in raphid

diatom infections and endoparasites have rarely been seen. Infections are usually

of mud surface diatoms and generally less than 1% of the population is infected.

We may take as an example the infection of the diatom Navicula rhynchocephala

Kuetzing which occurred in January 1987 in the dyke draining Breydon Carr, Wood-

bastwick into the River Bure 300 m downstream of Horning Ferry (grid ref.

TG346163). In strong sunlight pieces of the mud surface had floated up to the water

surface. Under the microscope several live Navicula rhynchocephala were found with

a large pear-shaped sporangium (Fig. 2). They were still fully motile but the

chromatophores were vague and appeared to be altered. In comparison with the

diatom the sporangium is large: 20 /^m long on a diatom 37.5 /tm long. Because

they are so large the sporangia tug the diatom over on its side and it is then possible

to see the girdle view, an otherwise rare sight.

In the same material were cells of the diatom Stephanodiscus hantzschii f. tenuis

Hustedt) Hakansson & Stoermer infected by a different chytrid.

More recently (27 December 1988) an almost identical case arose in a dyke on



Fig. 3 A large sporangium on the raphid diatom Fig. 4 The sporangium detached from Nitzchia

Nitzschia sigmoidea. Overall length of sporangium sigmoidea by pressure on cover slip.

50 iim.

Surlingham Church Marsh (TM309071). The infection rate was estimated at less

than 1 in 10,000. It was however interesting that several detached sporangia were

noticed in the material, one with a little of the rhizoid (?) attached. It has often

been noticed that rough treatment of the samples can result in loss of sporangia

and zoospores from the surface of the algae.

Infection by ch5Trids seems more common in the raphid diatoms ofbottom mud
associated with algal mats. Such mats occur in many broadland waters. Usually,

though not always, the blue-green alga Oscillatoria limosa Agardh. is a feature of

the algae making up the mat. These mats provide a sheltered habitat for diatoms.

Without this protection the water turbulence might tend to remove the sporangia

from the larger mud diatoms. In the laboratory it is easy to detach the sporangia.

Fig. 3 shows a large sporangium on Nitzachia sigmoidea (Nitzsch) W. Sm. and Fig.

4 shows the sporangium detached from the diatom by currents caused by pressure

on the cover glass.

In Salhouse Broad (TG320157) on 3 March 1987 pieces of Oscillatoria limosa

mat were breaking loose at the mud surface in pieces about 20 mm across and drif-

ting with a gentle east wind. There were about 40 diatom cells to one filament of

O. limosa. The Stephanodiscus present, 5. hantzschii f. tenuis, had 37.5% of the cells
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Fig. 5 Numbers of Stephanodiscus hantzschii f. lenuis in the River Bure at Horning Ferry and Malthouse

Broad in the winter of 1986-7 showing also the extent of infection of the crop. Note the dramatic change

which occurred in three days around 1 January. + indicates Horning Intake (Church Bend)

infected. Also infected by chytrids were Nitzschia fonticola Grunow, Navicula rhyn-

chocephala and Asterionella formosa.

Centric Diatoms

The Bure and adjacent broads carry a chytrid population which affects the winter

phytoplankton of Stephanodiscus hantzschii f. tenuis.

It was noticed on 24 Nov 1986 that 9% of a population of 23,000 cells per ml

were infected, having encysted zoospores or sporangia on their outer surface. There

were up to 4 sporangia per infected cell.

The population maintained itself in apparently stable condition with the infec-

tion for a month. It was widespread, affecting the tidal river Bure, the rivers Ant

and Thurne and a tidal broad, Malthouse Broad, which is connected to the river

by a channel 0.5 km long. (Sample sites at TG372171, TG420184, TG414117,

TG344166, TG359164 and TG360147).

Quite suddenly, in the course of four days, the diatom population collapsed,

numbers decreased and the infection rate rose (Fig. 5). In the broad the ratio of

living to dead cells in the plankton fell dramatically. This change in the ratio was

not noticeable in the river, in fact the ratio increased (Fig. 6). It must be borne in

mind that there is considerable tidal movement in the river and it is almost impossi-

ble to sample the same water mass on successive occasions. The figure plotted is

the lowest liveidead ratio on each occasion from the river samples.

After this fall in numbers the population began to recover gradually and the

number of infected cells decreased. Perhaps the diatoms had achieved some degree
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Fig. 6 Ratio of living to dead cells of Stephanodiscus hantzschii f tenuis in the River Bure and Malthouse
Broad in the winter of 1986-7. Note the difference between the river and the broad in response to the

sudden decline of population around 1 January.

of immunity or they were too far apart for the infection to be successfully transmit-

ted. The uniflagellate chytrid involved was itself attacked by a biflagellate hyper-

parasite right from the beginning of the epidemic. Dr Hilda Lund (nee Canter) {in

litt.) also pointed out to me that some of the diatoms contained an endoparasite which
she provisionally placed in Aphanomycopsis.

In 1988 5. hantzschii f. tenuis was again attacked. On 10 March about 1% of

a population of 61,170 cells per ml ofStephanodiscus hantzschii f. tenuis was affected.

Again in November 1988 a population of this diatom, Cyclotella stelligera {sensu

Howarth & Hurley, 1984) and Asterionella formosa Hassall was observed. Almost
every 5. hantzschii was infected but none of the Cyclotella stelligera or Asterionella

formosa. The situation in Malthouse Broad was similar. Here two C. stelligera were
found to be infected out of many hundreds examined and it is likely that infection

was by another species of fungus.

A similar dramatic reduction to that in the Bure was made in water from Frit-

ton Lake (TG480000) and Mill Water (TG500010) on a filter bed at Lound
(TG501006) in June 1988. A chytrid with a uniflagellate zoospore about 1.5um
diameter began to infect a large population of Cyclotella stelligera. Numbers in the

plankton fell from 200,000 per ml to 10 per ml in five days (Clarke, 1988).

Isolation ofbroads from the river system does not seem to affect the magnitude
and wealth of the chytrid flora. Cockshoot Broad (TG344155) has been isolated

from the river Bure since 1982 by a dam in Cockshoot Dyke. A sample on 24 August
1 988 showed that in the mixed population of Cyclostephanos dubius (Fricke) Round
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and Stephanodiscus parvus Stoermer & Hakansson both were infected by a similar

chytrid. The latter was suffering badly. Of 100 frustules 57 were dead, 31 were
infected and only 12 were unaffected. This represents a 72% infection rate of living

cells. Two infected C. dubius were seen.

The diatoms in Alderfen Broad (TG355195) on 13 July 1988 were similar. Here

Stephanodiscus parvus was also heavily attacked but no infection was noted on
Cyclotella stelligera which was much more common. It should be noted that the 5.

parvus in these broads is by no means typical and we may be dealing here with

a different species.

The River Yare at Buckenham Ferry (TG350043) on 2 June 1987 had a plankton

of Stephanodiscus hantzschii f. lenuis. Of 100 frustules counted 18 were dead, 35

were infected and 47 were uninfected (live infection rate 42.5%).

Green algae

In February 1989 the Eudorina in College Basin at Lound (TG499010) was infected

with Endocoenobium eudorinae Ingold. This was the first opportunity I had had to

study this fungus since reading a detailed account of it in Canter (1985)

This mild infection followed an interesting one of Pandorina morum Bory by

Dangeardia mammillata Schroeder. Although much of the Pandorina was absolute-

ly typical it was difficult to draw an absolute line between this genus and Eudorina

which was also present. So far as one could say, both genera were infected by Dangear-

dia mammillata. This is not surprising as the species was first described on Pan-

dorina morum (although Hood (1910) says that Schroeder’s figure is of Eudorina

elegans) and Canter’s account (Canter, 1946) was of Eudorina. Pongratz (1966)

pointed out the difficulty of distinguishing between these species.

The River Waveney on 6 May 1987 had a chytrid infection of Chlamydomonas

which was moderately severe (50% infected). The alga is biflagellate and continued

to move until the infection was very advanced. This same retention of motility was

observed in Lound Village Pond (TM504992) where an endoparasite occupied about

half the cell volume with its sporangium. The spores were already developed but

the alga still moved. On keeping the sample for 24 hours however there were a lot

of cast off flagella in the water.

Chrysophytes

Numbers of chrysophytes in the Broads are relatively small but in the Lound lakes

they are often the dominant organism during winter and early spring. No infection

of Synura has been seen but crops of Dinobryon sertularia Ehr become heavily in-

fected at the time of formation of encysted individuals by the alga. Sparrow (1960)

lists only one chytrid as having been reported from Dinobryon^ Rhizophydium

oblongum Canter. While a chytrid like this is present there are two further chytrids,

an endoparasite forming a clear round sporangium and an ectoparasite with a

spherical sporangium which appears to be slightly stalked and posessing a distinct

and unbranched rhizoid.

Discussion

We have seen that fungal infection of algae in the Broads is widespread. It affects

many kinds of algae and has been found in most of the waters examined. Numbers

are very considerable. In view of this we should take into account the presence of
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Phycomycetes in studying changes in numbers of algae in these waters. In doing

this two important points need to be borne in mind.
Firstly, to what extent are the fungi affecting the growth of the population?

Are they really parasitic or simply saprophytic, attacking cells which are already

dead or dying? It is extremely difficult to say whether the fungi are killing the algae

or not. Serbinow (1907) who studied a number of chytrid parasites of algae con-

cluded that many of them were only faculative parasites. Each case needs to be ex-

amined on its merits. Certainly in most of the cases examined here the attacked

populations looked healthy enough and were actively motile in the case of raphid

diatoms and Chlamydomonas. It was also possible to find plenty of moribund algae

in the material which were not the subject of attack.

Secondly, to what extent is the population reacting to infection? This seems
to be an important question in the Broads. Canter & Lund (1951) pointed out that

the most common effect of parasitism is to delay the time of maximum numbers
of the algal crop. In the Broads, because of the hypertrophic situation and numbers
of fungi present, it would seem that this delay is very long. Populations may come
to live in a state of balance with the infection.
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THE LICHEN FLORA OF NORFOLK-SYSTEMATIC LIST

P. W. Lambley.

The Cottage, Elsing Road, Lyng, Norwich

Introduction

The first part of this paper (Lambley, 1988) discussed the historical and ecological

aspects of the Norfolk lichen flora. This second part presents a systematic list of

the species recorded from the county. Nomenclature follows Cannon, Hawksworth

and Sherwood-Pike (1985). In cases where there have been later name changes the

new name is placed after the checklist one.

Since the first part of the paper was published there have been a number of

taxonomic changes and several new species have been discovered. The total of species

and sub-species accepted for the county now stands at 352 plus 3 allied non-lichenized

fungi. Of these, 31 have not been recorded since 1960.

Coverage

All 10 km squares in the county were visited at least once and generally at least

five times during the period 1969-1984 and nearly all post 1960 records were made

between these dates. Fig. 1 shows the number of species recorded from each of these

squares. The uneven distribution largely reflects genuine differences in species

richness within the area covered. The Fenland squares in particular stand out as

being impoverished. The flat, treeless, intensively farmed land is a hostile environ-

Fig. 1 Map of Norfolk showing the number of lichen species recorded from each

10 km square.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.

1989 28(3), 183 -220 .
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ment for lichens. One square (52/29) does not even have a churchyard of note. The
north-west part of the county also includes areas which have few good lichen habitats.

The square including Docking (53/73), for instance, is largely enclosed sheep walk

with large fields, nineteenth century plantations and only four churchyards. In con-

trast, squares in the central northern part of the county are relatively rich with old

woodlands, good coastal habitats and several important heaths. Two squares (63/01

and 62/18) were worked intensively as examples of squares which appear to be typical

of many others in the centre and south of the county; both have no major habitats

but do have a good number of churches (11 and 14 respectively). The totals of over

one hundred are probably repeatable in many other squares, though in the Fens
totals of over sixty might be hard to achieve.

Abbreviations—List of Recorders

B&B Drs Dennis and R. Brown
PC Peggy Caton
BJC Dr Brian Coppins

JC James Crowe
FD Frank Dobson
EAE Dr Edward Ellis

AF Dr Anthony Fletcher

JGG John Goldsmith

CJBH Dr Christopher Hitch

EMH E. M. Holmes
WJH Sir William Hooker
PWJ Peter James
K&W Knight and Watson
PWL Peter Lambley

RCM R. C. McLean
FM F. Mackie
SAM Stanley Manning
AM Anthony Moore
CJP&JP Charles and James Paget

FR Dr Francis Rose
MRDS Dr Mark Seaward

JES Sir James Smith
ELS Eric Swann
TDVS T. D. V. Swinscow
KT Kirby Trimmer
DT Dawson Turner
WW W. Watson

Other abbreviations

* species considered extinct (not recorded since 1960).

species considered doubtful or record known to be erroneous.

= the name following is post checklist.

0 species within paranthesis are taxa believed not to be lichenized.

0 grid refs, in parenthesis refer to records up to and including 1960.

HbBM Herbarium of the British Museum (Natural History).

HbE Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

HbK Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
HbKL Kings Lynn Museum Herbarium.

HbL Herbarium of the Linnaean Society, London.
HbNWH Norwich Castle Museum Herbarium.

HbSAM Herbarium of S. A. Manning.
OBG The Old Botanists Guide (Turner & Borrer, 1805).

Eng.Bot. English Botany (Smith & Sowerby, 1790—1814).

VCH Victoria County History (Crombie, 1901)

BLS British Lichen Society.

NNNS Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

HWM High Water Mark
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SYSTEMATIC LIST
Acarospora fuscata: Common. On acid stonework, preferring horizontal surfaces

like wall copings and table tombs. Usually in eutrophic situations. Recorded from
31 squares. 44.3%
53/40,51,63,64,70-72,74,81,83,84,91,92 52/79,99 63/00-04,1 1,14,20,33,40,41,50 62/08,09,18,19,49.

Acarospora heppii: Uncommon. On bones and shells on the coast.

53/84 Scolt Head Island on mussel shells in consolidated shingle PWJ 1959 HbBM, 63/04 Blakeney
Point on bones and shells B&B.

Acarospora rufescens: Status unknown. Probably on a tombstone, but material

was difficult to collect. The taxonomic status of this species is under review.

52/69 Southery Church PWL and CJBH 1984, 52/99 Great Hockham Church PWL and CJBH 1984.

Acarospora smaragdula: Apparently uncommon. On acid stone, coastal.

53/84 Scolt Head Island on flint in shingle PWL and AF 1983, 63/04 Blakeney Point on tiles B&B 1962.

Acarospora veronensis: Uncommon. On brickwork, limestone, also on shells.

53/84 Scolt Head Island on oyster shell PWJ 1964, 94 Lodge Marsh Wells on oyster shell PWL 1974,

52/99 Thompson Church on buttress PWL, 63/41 Acle Church on side of table tomb PWL, 62/49 Burgh
St. Peter Church on brick buttress and limestone PWL 1975.

+ Acrocordia conoidea: Recorded by K&W in 1934 from Hevingham (63/22).

There is no supporting specimen and the record is considered doubtful.

Acrocordia gemmata: Uncommon. On ash, oak and elm in parkland and
woodland.

53/80 Hilborough Park FR, 81 Lexham Park on oak PWL 1972, 63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood
on ash PWL, 04 Hull Wood PWL.

Acrocordia salweyi: Uncommon on mortar.

63/02,03 Stody Church PWL 1972, 04 Morston Church PWL and BJC, 31 Witton Church PWL and

FR, 33 Happisburgh Church PWL.

Agonimia tristicula: Probably more widespread than the two records suggest.

53/93 Binham Priory on moss on wall PWL and FR 1981, 62/49 Aldeby Church on moss on wall CJBH

and PC 1985.

Anaptychia ciliaris: Scarce and decreasing. On the moderately eutrophic bark

of ash and elm in parkland and on roadside trees. Early specimens are often lux-

urious and fertile while most modern material is stunted and infertile. There is a

specimen in HbL labelled Norwich 1779. Post 1960 records are as follows:

53/80 Hilborough Park on ash (fertile) FR 1969, still present PWL 1982, 93 PWJ, 94 PWJ, 63/04,12

Heydon Park on ash FR 1971, 22 Westwick Park FR 1969, 62/29 Fritton Common on ash FR 1971,

Brooke on roadside tree PWL and FR 1971, both not refound in 1982, 39 Geldeston on elm FR 1971.

Pre-1960 records include 53/84,90 63/11,20,31,40 62/19.

Anisomeridium biforme = Anisomeridium nyssaegenum (Ellis & Evans) R.

C. Harris: Probably an overlooked species. On eutrophicated bark in shade.

62/18 Shimpling on elder PWL 1977.
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+ Arthonia didyma: Without material this species should be deleted. A specimen

labelled Arthonia lurida Wheatfen Broad in HbNWH is Arthonia spadicea.

Arthonia impolita: Rather common. On ancient trees in well lit situations such

as parklands and open woodland. On elm especially, but also oak, sycamore and
lime; probably also on wood on barn doors etc. in the past. Gathered for the first

time in Britain by DT “on the trunks of old trees at Bowton near Barton, Nor-

folk”, Eng.Bot. This locality is probably Boughton near Barton Bendish in 53/60

or 70. Recorded from 27 squares, 38.5%
53/62,70-72,84,90,92 52/99 63/00,01,03,04,10-14,(20),22,30,(32),40,42 62/18,19,29,39.

Arthonia lapidicola: Apparently rare. On concrete and glass.

53/63 Between Heacham and Snettisham on concrete posts of old railway line AM 1983. 63/30 Limpenhoe
Church on window under a grill CJBH and PC 1985.

+ Arthonia patellulata: Without supporting material this species should be

deleted. This species is not correctly reported from the Brititsh Isles. A specimen
labelled as Arthonia patellulata from Wheatfen in HbNWH is Arthona spadicea.

Arthonia punctiformis: Uncommon. On smooth bark of hazel, rowan and young
oak branches.

53/93 Thursford on hazel PWL 1984, 63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood PWL and FR 1974, 63/04

Hull Wood on oak PWL 1973, Cley Park Wood on rowan PWL and BJC 1973, 63/14 near Sheringham
on oak PWL and FR, (63/20) Thorpe JES 1807, (63/21) Spixworth SAM 1938, (63/51) near Yarmouth
DT 1834.

Arthonia radiata: Occasional. On smooth bark of trees in woodlands, parklands

and roadside trees. Recorded on hazel, beech and ash. Old records on buckthorn
and wood. Recorded from 15 squares (11 post 1960), 15%
53/82,93 52/98,99 63/00-04,(1 1,1 2), 13,(20,30),42 62/(08,09).

Arthonia spadicea: Locally frequent. Especially on oak and ash in damp shady
woodland, perhaps most frequent in Broadland. Recorded from 10 squares, 14.3%
53/84 63/02-04, 1 3- 1 4,2 1 ,30,32,40.

+ Arthonia tumidula: No recent records and no Norfolk specimens seen.

Arthopyrenia halodytes: Restricted by its habitat requirements. On shells in the

intertidal zone, no previous records.

63/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1983, 14 West Runton on barnacles PWL and JGG 1972.

* (Arthopyrenia punctiformis): No recent records. On alder, birch and oak.

(53/62) North Wootton C. B. Plowright 1874. Specimens in HbE in Sphaericei Britannica Cent. I & II.

Aspicilia calcarea: Frequent. On limestone and occasionally mortar. Especially

on horizontal and sloping surfaces. Recorded from 49 squares, 70%
53/40,41,51,52,60,64,71,80-83,90-94 52/69,78-79,88-89,98-99 63/00-02,10-14,20,23,24,30-33,40-42

62/08,09,17-19,28,38,39.
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Aspicilia contorta: Occasional. Usually on very hard horizontal limestone. Record-

ed from 8 squares, 11.4%
53/81,92,94 52/88 63/10 62/09,18,28.

* Aspicilia gibbosa: No recent records, but may still occur in the county. On flint.

(63/04) Blakeney Point on bound shingle RCM, (20) Caister St Edmund SAM 1939.

Aspicilia subcircinata: Uncommon. In moderately eutrophic situations on

limestone.

63/04 Wiveton on bridge PWL, 22 Buxton Church PWL, 23 Trunch Church on table tomb, 62/09 Great

Ellingham Church on buttress PWL 1973 (first record), 28 Redenhall Church on buttress PWL 1981,

39 Ditchingham Church PWL 1981.

Bacidia arnoldiana: Probably overlooked. On elder.

63/04 Cley Park PWL and BJC HbE.

Bacidia bagliettoana: Apparently a rare species cf. B. sabuletorum on moss.

52/78 Weeting Heath PWL, (63/04) Blakeney Point on decaying moss and in low shingle WW and FR,

41 BLS mapping scheme.

Bacidia caligans: Probably overlooked. On carstone in garden rockery.

63/01 Lyng PWL 1984.

Bacidia delicata: Previously confused with Bacidia phacodes.

62/18 on elder at Shimpling PWL 1977.

Bacidia egenula: Rare or overlooked. On flint in calcareous grassland.

62/39 Hales Green PWL 1975.

Bacidia incompta: Apparently very rare, though possibly overlooked in its sterile

form. On elm.

53/62 Sandringham BLS 1968 (first record), 93 Wighton abundant on one hedgerow elm PWL 1975,

(62/08) Old Buckenham on hornbeam and oak SAM 1950.

4- Bacidia inundata: Considered very doubtful as it is a freshwater species not

marine. Recorded from Blakeney Point by WW and P. W. M. Richards.

Bacidia laurocerasi: Rare or under recorded. On oak in woodland.

63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood PWL and FR 1974.

Bacidia naegelii: Apparently very rare or overlooked.

63/42 Decoy Wood Winterton on the base of a tree FD 1977.

Bacidia phacodes: Very scarce. On the eutrophic bark of elm and elder. Some

of these records may refer to Bacidia delicata.

53/93 Near Wighton on elm PWL 1975, 63/03 Gunthorpe Park on elm PWL, Swanton Novers TDVS,

(21) Stratton Strawless K&W 1934.
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Bacidia rubella: Very scarce on elm in parkland and hedgerows.

53/93 Near Wighton PWL 1975, 63/11 Honingham Park in deep shade on elm PWL, (40) Acle Wood
DT HbL, also a specimen dated 1801 from same locality HbL.

Bacidia sabuletorum: Frequent, but probably under recorded. Generally amongst

moss on walls. Recorded from 13 squares, 18.5%
53/41,51,94 52/89 63/01,04,13,22,42 62/09,18,39.

Bacidia subfuscula: Rare. On decaying rosettes of sea lavender.

53/84 Scolt Head Island PWJ HbBM.

Baeomyces roseus: Rare. On Calluna heath.

53/62 Sandringham BLS 1968, (63/1 1) Horsford Heath ?KT 1858 HbSAM, (21) Mousehold Heath KT
ca 1850.

Baeomyces rufus: Locally abundant. In damp heathland and on banks in heath

plantations.

53/62 Foxhills Pentney PWL, 63/01 Bylaugh PWL, 12 Marsham Heath PWL abundant, (11), (21), (22),

33 Bacton Woods PWL.

Bryoria fuscescens: Now very scarce. On bark, wood and on the ground. Early

records suggest that it was frequent on fence palings.

53/94 Lodge Marsh Wells in community with Polytrichum piliferum and Usnea articulata on stabilised

shingle covered with sand only a few plants PWL and DSR 1980, 63/03 Swanton Novers village on
beech PWL 1972 not present 1978, 04 Blakeney Point on post B&B, abundant on Yankee Ridge on
sandy shingle PWL and AF 1983, (12) Salle Rev Bryant HbL ex HbJES, (20) Dunston KT ca 1850

HbNWH.

Buellia aethalea: Probably an overlooked species. On acid stone.

53/84 Holkham Church PWL and BJC, 63/04 Bayfield Park wall PWL and BJC.

Buellia asterella: Extremely rare. On soil in broken turf in calcareous grassland.

52/78 Weeting Heath a few plants in the southern compartment PWL 1972 and 1982. The vc 28 record

in Watson’s checklist refers to Thetford Heath which is in vc 26, though in the administrative county
of Norfolk.

Buellia punctata: Abundant. On trees and occasionally stone in eutrophicated situa-

tions. More tolerant of agricultural fertilisers than many species. On a large range

of trees. Recorded from 57 squares, 81.4%
53/41,60-64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/59,68,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-23,30,31,33,40-42 62/08,09,17-19,

27-29,38,39,49.

Buellia stellulata: On stabilised shingle.

53/84 Scolt Head Island B&B, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Buellia verrucolosa = B. ocellata Flotow: On sandstone.

62/49 Thorpe Church CJBH and PC 1986.

* Calicium abietinum: Apparently extinct.

(63/20) Kirby Bedon wood ? KT HbNWH.
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Calicium glaucellum: Apparently rare, but possibly overlooked. On wood and
bark of decaying stumps of old pollards in replanted woodland.

63/12 Haveringland Great Wood PWL.

* Calicium quercinum: Apparently extinct. On wood.

(63/20) Lakenham DT HbBM, (30) Carlton St Peter on wood 1849 HbNWH ‘probably this species’

BJC, (62/38) Earsham VCH.

Calicium salicinum: Scarce. On the oligotrophic bark of old oaks.

52/99 Merton Park FR, 63/00 Kimberley Park FR, 04 Hull Wood PWL and FR, (10) Bowthorpe on

wood KT HbNWH, (20) Framingham VCH, (62/38) Earsham JES.

Calicium viride: Rather frequent. Generally in rather dry situations. On oak and

sycamore especially. In woods and parklands. Recorded from 22 squares, 31.4%

53/63,71,72,80,81,90,92 52/89,98,99 63/03,04,10-14,22,(40) 62/08,(09),28,(38).

* Caloplaca atroflava; Apparently extinct, though should be searched for.

(63/04) Rat Hill Blakeney Point WW 1920 HbBM.

Caloplaca aurantia: Frequent. On limestone in moderately eutrophic situations.

Mostly found on drip courses ofchurch buildings, less often on tombstones. Recorded

from 61 squares, 87.1%
53/40,41,50-52,60-64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/69,70,79,88,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-13,20-24,31-33,40-42 62/08,

09,17-19,27,28,49.

Caloplaca cerina: Scarce. On old ash and sycamore, in pasture and parkland, rarely

on wood, now becoming a relict species.

53/64 Hunstanton Park on ancient ash PWL and FR, 72 Houghton Park on sycamore PWL, 92 Guist

on ash in pasture PWL 1984, (63/04) Blakeney Point on seablite stems WW, (1 1) Costessey and Drayton

KT, 14 Sheringham Park on ancient ash PWL and FR, (21 or 22) Coltishall DT Eng.Bot., 30 Buckenham

on horizontal timbers supporting river bank PWL, (50) Yarmouth DT.

Caloplaca cerinella: Rare, but probably also overlooked. On eutrophicated bark

of ash.

63/10 Earlham Park Norwich PWL.

Caloplaca chalybaea: Rare. On limestone or mortar which is moderately

eutrophicated.

53/70 Cockley Church on buttress PWL, 52/79 Cranwich Church on table tomb PWL, 63/21 Horsham

St Faiths Church on wall PWL.

Caloplaca citrina: Abundant in a variety of habitats. Especially frequent on

limestone, mortar and asbestos, but also on trees especially ash, wood, mosses. On

soil at Scolt Head Island. Recorded from 64 squares, 91.4%

53/40,41,50-52,60-63,71-74,81-84,90-94 52/68,69,78,79,88,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-23,30-33,40-42,50,

51 62/09,17-19,27-29,38,39,49.

Caloplaca crenularia: Apparently rare on acid stone in a churchyard and on coastal

shingle.

63/04 Blakeney Point HbBM, 62/39 Raveningham Church CJBH and PC 1986.
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Caloplaca dalmatica: On hard limestone.

63/42 Sea Palling Church CJBH and PC.

Caloplaca decipiens: Locally frequent. Apparently rare on limestone in chur-

chyards but common in urban habitats on asbestos, cement tiles and concrete. Record-

ed from 24 squares, 34.2%
53/52,61,62,70,73,81,91 52/68,69 63/01,04,10,12,14,20,21,23,32,41,50 62/08,09,17,19.

Caloplaca flavescens: Abundant. On limestone in moderately eutrophicated

habitats, also on brick and cement. Occurs on tombstones in the middle of Nor-
wich. Recorded from 68 squares, 97.1%
Not recorded from 52/59,68.

Caloplaca flavorubescens: Locally frequent in its restricted habitat. On wooden
fence posts, bordering salt marshes.

53/84 Burnham Overy PWL 1973, 94 Morston Marshes PWL, 63/04 Blakeney Point PWL 1973.

+ Caloplaca flavovirescens: The status of this species is uncertain, most material

formerly referred to this species is probably C. ruderum.

Caloplaca holocarpa: Frequent, on limestone, mortar and on shells. Also on trees,

especially on elm and ash. Recorded from 43 squares, 61.6%
53/50,52,60,63,70-74,81-84,90-94, 52/63,69,78,79,88,89,98,99 63/01-04,1 1,20,21,31,32,40-42 62/08,09,

17-19,38,49.

Caloplaca lactea: Occasional. On shells on the coast.

53/94 Lodge Marsh Wells PWL 1976, 63/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1984.

Caloplaca luteoalba: Now rare. On elm, rarely on horse chestnut. On parkland

and roadside trees. Threatened as elsewhere by the spread of Dutch elm disease.

53/80 Pickenham Hall PWL 1976, (81),(90),(91), 93 Wighton PWL 1975, 63/(1 1),(13),(23),(30),(31), 62/18

Shimpling PWL, (28), 29 Shotesham Park PWL, Hempnall on horse chestnut PWL i977, 39 Geldeston

FR 1971.

Caloplaca marina: Locally frequent in suitable habitats. On coastal shingle and
shells, rarely on wood.
53/84 Scolt Head PWJ and PWL, 94 Lodge Marsh Wells PWL, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B and PWL.

Caloplaca ruderum: A recently recognised species. Frequent. Mostly on church
buildings, especially on the mortar between the flints, but also on limestone. Occa-

sional on tomb stones. Recorded from 39 squares, 55.7%
53/51,63,70-74,80,81,83,84,91-94 52/79,89,99 63/01-04,1 1,13,14,20-23,30-32,41 62/07-09,17-19,28,38,

39,49.

Caloplaca saxicola: Frequent. On dry limestone and mortar. Mostly on church

buildings. Recorded from 56 squares, 80%
53/52,60,62-64,70,71,73,74,80-84,90-94 52/68,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10,11,13,14,20-23,30-33,40-42

62/07,08, 1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.
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* Caloplaca stillicidorum: Not found recently though searched for, possibly ex-

tinct. Considered by some to be a muscicolous form of Caloplaca cerina.

(53/84) Scolt Head Island on decaying rosettes of sea lavender PWJ 1959 HbBM.

Caloplaca teicholyta: Common. On limestone, occasionally cement. Generally

sterile but sometimes found fruiting on south facing sloping window ledges and
on sloping tombstones. Very fine at Honingham Church 63/01, and Merton Church
52/99. Recorded from 63 squares, 90%
53/40,4 1 ,50-52,60,6 1,63,64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/69,78,79,88,89,98,99 63/00-04, 1 0-14,20-23,30-33,40-42

62/07-09, 1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.

Caloplaca ulcerosa: A recently recognised species, apparently rare at least in a

fertile form. On hedgerow trees and in small copses.

53/91 Tittleshall on holly PWL 1980, 63/42 Waxham on willow roadside copse PWL 1973, 62/39 Ear-

sham on ash trees in hedgerow PWL 1972 (first record).

Candelariella aurella: Locally common, possibly most frequent in urban areas.

On limestone, concrete and cement. Recorded from 23 squares, 32.8%

53/60,71,74,80,91 52/79 63/01,02,04,10-12,14,20,21,24,(30),31,32,41,50 62/18,19.

Candelariella nnedians: Very common. On eutrophicated limestone, also cement.

Occasionally fertile. Resistant to air pollution. Recorded from 60 squares, 85.7%

53/40,41,50,52,60,61,63,64,70-74,80,82-84,90-94 52/69,78,79,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-24,30-33,40-42,50

62/08,09, 1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.

* Candelariella reflexa: No recent records. On ?elm bark

(53/62) Lynn C.B. Plowright 1877-8 Specimen in HbE in Sphaericei Britannica Cent. I & II. Associated

with Candelariella xanthostigtna,Lecidella elaeochroma, Ramalina fastigiaia and Xanthoria polycarpa.

Candelariella vitellina: Abundant in many habitats. Especially characteristic of

acid stone, but also often on other substrates eg. brick, tile, slag irori, lignum and

leather. The green morph f. flavovirella was found at Gayton 53/71 in 1984 PWL
and CJBH. Recorded from 69 squares, 98.5%

Not recorded from 52/59.

Candelariella xanthostigma: Uncommon. Generally low down on ancient trees

especially ash, elm and sycamore. Recorded from 9 squares, 12.4%

53/62,64 63/03,10,12,13 62/19,29,39.

Catapyrenium lachneum: Very rare. In calcareous Breck grassland.

52/78 Weeting Heath, southern compartment PWL 1972, (62/23) Colby on dry bank. Rev H. Bryant,

c. 1805.

Catillaria chalybeia: Apparently rare on acidic stone.

53/60 Stow Bardolph PWL, 74 Holme Church PWL, 63.'04 Blakeney Point B&B, 30, 62/19.

Catillaria lenticularis: Possibly an overlooked species. On basic stone.

53/62 BLS meeting, 52/69 Southery Church PWL and CJBH, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B 62/08.
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Fig. 2 Cetraria islandica on heather, N. Wootton Common.

+ Catinaria grossa: Extinct no specimen seen. Considered doubtful without sup-

porting material.

63/24 Cromer EMH (Bloomfield, 1905).

Cetraria chlorophylla; Occasional. On oligotrophic bark, mostly on the horizon-

tal branches of oak, occasionally on birch, willow and on wood. Recorded from 23

squares, 32.8%
53/61-64,71,72,80,92,93 52/78,89,98,99 63/00,01,03,04,12-14,21,30 62/(09).

Cetraria islandica: (Fig. 2) Very rare. Amongst heather and leaf litter in heathland

and birch woodland. Especially abundant in an area of ca 400 square metres under
birch. Also reported from heather in the vicinity, but the small colony found by
the BLS meeting may have been destroyed in the construction of a golf course. The
discovery of a strong colony at North Wootton confirms a mid 19th century record

by C. B. Plowright. (A specimen labelled North Wootton 1862 in HbKL may be

his). C. P. Petch (pers comm.) remembers finding the plant probably in the same
place on North Wootton Common in 1932. The ecology of the site is very similar

to the Lincolnshire colony on Lingwood Warren.

53/62 North Wootton Common 1862 HbKL, ? C. B. Plowright, refound 1932 C. P. Petch in heather,

one plant AM 1981, abundant under birch NNNS 1983, Ling Common one small patch ca 15cm across

amongst heather BLS 1968.

* Cetraria pinastri: Extinct. On wooden pales.

(63/20) Framingham DT HbL In Eng.Bot. “Mr. Turner very unexpectedly detected a few small specimens

on Mr. Rigby’s pales at Framingham near Norwich”.
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* Cetraria sepincola: Extinct. Formerly on wood.
(63/50-51) North of Yarmouth on posts by the sea DT HbL.

Chaenotheca brunneola: Rare. On ancient oaks in oak pasture woodland and
parkland.

63/00 Kimberley Park FR, 04 Hull Wood PWL and FR 1973.

* Chaenotheca chrysocephala: Extinct. Formerly on wood.

(63/20) Framingham Earl on old wood DT HbBM.

Chaenotheca ferruginea: Common. On oligotrophic bark, usually oak, but also

birch, sweet chestnut, willow and pine. Generally fertile. First described by DT
from specimens found on pales near Framingham (63/20). Recorded from 34 squares,

48.5%
53/62-64,71,80-84,90-93 52/78,89,98,99 63/01-04,11,13,14,20-22,30,31,42 62/(08,09), 18,28.

Chaenotheca hispidula: Rare or overlooked. On dry bark of ancient trees.

63/03 Swanton Novers on oak PWL 1973, 04 Hull Wood on ancient oak PWL and BJC 1973.

Chaenotheca phaeocephala: Extinct. Formerly on wood. The type specimen is

from this site (HbBM).
(63/20) Lakenham near Norwich on a barn near Crowes Farm DT HbBM, HbK.

Chaenotheca trichialis: Rare. On ancient oak in oak pasture woodland.

53/93 Thursford Wood PWL 1975.

Chrysothrix candelaris: Rather common. On ash, oak and sycamore in open

woodland and parkland. An indicator of the richer bark communities. Recorded from

34 squares, 48.5%
53/62-64,70,71,80,81,84,92-94 52/89,98 63/00-04,1 1-13,21-24,(30),32,42 62/(08,09),28,38,39.

Cladonia arbuscula: Occasional. Most records are from dunes where it can be

locally frequent.

53/62 BLS, 84 Scolt Head Island PWL and AF, 94 Lodge Marsh Wells PWL, 63/04 Blakeney Point

B&B and PWL, 42 Winterton area FD, 51 Winterton area MRDS.

Cladonia bacillaris: Apparently rare, on dunes and heathland.

63/04 Blakeney Point B&B, (20) Mousehold Heath SAM 1937 HbNWH, 41 Winterton MRDS.

+ Cladonia caespiticia: Considered to be a doubtful record in the absence of sup-

porting material as the habitat is not really suitable for this species.

63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Cladonia cariosa: Scarce on rather calcareous sand.

53/63 Snettisham on stabilised shingle in broken turf PWL 1983, 91 Hoe in sand pit PWL 1981.

Cladonia cervicornis: Occasional on dunes and acid heathland.

53/62 BLS, 84 Burnham Overy PWL, 52/89 in Stanford Training Area, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B and

PWL. ssp. verticillata : 63/12 Cawston Heath frequent amongst heather PWL 1974.
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Cladonia chlorophaea: Common. In a variety of habitats including tree stumps,

dunes, heathland especially in the early stages following a fire, disused railways and

other disturbed ground. An aggregate, the chemical races of which have not been

differentiated. Recorded from 28 squares, 40%
53/61,62,64,71,73,74,80,83,84,91,93,94 52/78,89,98 63/01,03,04,10-12,20-23,31,42 62/18.

Cladonia ciliata var. tenuis: On heaths and dunes, less common than C. porten-

tosa but often mixed with it. Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/84,94 52/78 63/04,12,41,42.

Cladonia coccifera: Locally frequent on heaths and dunes especially on a peaty

soil. Some records may refer to C. pleurota. Recorded from 9 squares, 12.8%
53/62 52/78,88 63/03,12,21,41,42,51.

Cladonia coniocraea: Common on oligotrophic bark and wood, also on peat,

cinders and old moss. In woodland, hedgerows, etc. Recorded from 42 squares, 60%
53/62-64,71-73,80,81,84,90,91,93 52/59,78,89,98,99 63/00-04,1 1-14,20-22,24,30-33,40,42

62/09,18,28,29,49.

Cladonia crispata var. cetrariiformis: Locally common. On the more acid heaths

and dunes.

53/62 Dersingham and Roydon Common BLS 1968, 53/63 BLS 1968, 63/12 Cawston Heath, 63/21,

63/41 Winterton PWL and MRDS, 63/51 Winterton PWL and MRDS.

Cladonia digitata: Occasional. Usually in damp woodland on oligotrophic bark

of oak and willow.

53/62 Sandringham PWL 1974, 52/98 Starston PWL and FR, 63/04 Hull Wood PWL and FR 1972,

63/14 Felbrigg Great Wood FR, 63/41 Near Oby PWL and FR.

Cladonia flmbriata: Common. In a variety of habitats including old walls, gravel

workings and tree stumps. Recorded from 32 squares, 45.7%
53/41,51,62,71,80,81,84,91 52/79,89,98,99 63/01-04,10-14,21,22,30-32,41,42,51 62/09,18,39.

Cladonia floerkeana: Frequent on heaths and dunes, on peat and rotting tree

stumps.Recorded from 11 squares, 15.7%
53/62,63 63/03,04,1 1,12,21,22,41,42,51.

Cladonia foliacea: Locally frequent especially on stablised dunes and also grass

heaths in Breckland. Recorded from 9 squares, 12.8%
53/62,84,94 52/78,89 63/04,41,42,51.

Cladonia furcata: Frequent on dunes and heaths, generally in rather dry situa-

tions, occasionally on rotting tree stumps in these habitats. Recorded from 1 1 squares,

15.7%
53/62,74,84,94 52/89 63/01,03,04,14,21,42.

C. furcata ssp. subrangiformis: Rather uncommon generally in more calcareous

parts of heaths.

53/84 Scolt Head Island PWL and EAE, 52/78 Weeting Heath PWL, 63/04 Blakeney Point PWL.
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Cladonia glauca: Rare, but locally abundant even dominant on heaths eg. at

Cawston and Marsham Heaths.

63/04 Blakeney Point B&B, 12 Cawston and Marsham Heaths PWL, 41, 42 Wimerton.

Cladonia gracilis: Uncommon on dunes, heaths and old airfields.

53/94 Lodge Marsh PWL, (63/21) Mousehold HbNWH, 41 Wimerton Horsey Dunes PWL, 51 Winter-

ton Dunes PWL, 62/29 Springwood Hardwick on old runway PWL.

Cladonia humilis: Uncommon. On dunes.

53/94 Lodge Marsh Wells PWL 1976, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B and PWL.

Cladonia macilenta: Locally common on peat in heathlands and on old tree

stumps. Recorded from 25 squares, 35.7%
53/61,62,70,72,82,91,93 52/78,79,88,98 63/03,04,1 1-14,(21),22,30,31,41,51 62/18,28.

Cladonia ochrochlora: Uncommon on tree stumps in woodland.

52/89 Starston Carr PWL and FR 1972, 63/12 Great Wood Buxton Heath PWL 1970.

Cladonia parasitica: Rare on heath banks, and tree stumps.

53/62 BLS, 90, 52/99 Merton Park FR, (63/03) Holt Wood WJH Eng.Bot., 04 Hull Wood FR, 21 Horsford

FR.

Cladonia pleurota: Status uncertain. On heathland. All specimens det. SAM.
63/12 Buxton Heath PWL 1970, (42) Wimerton Dunes C. Hasnip 1966.

Cladonia pocillum: Occasional. In chalk grassland in Breckland, on calcareous

dunes and on wall tops.

53/61, 71, 84 Burnham Overy Dunes PWL, 90, 52/78 Weeting Heath PWL, 89 Stanford Training area

PWL.

Cladonia polydactyla: Uncommon on woodland banks and bases of trees.

53/62 BLS, 63/03 Swanton Novers PWL and FR, 21 Horsford PWL and FR.

Cladonia portentosa: Locally abundant on dunes, eg. Lodge Marsh also inland

on heaths. Recorded from 11 squares, 15.7%

53/62,63,84,94 63/0 1 ,04, 11,1 2,22,4 1,51.

Cladonia pyxidata: Rare or overlooked on dunes.

53/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1983, 42 Wimerton MRDS.

Cladonia ramulosa: Locally abundant on dunes, occasional on heaths inland.

53/62 BLS, 53/84 Burnham Overy dunes PWL 1973, 53/94 Lodge Marsh Wells PWL, 63/04 Blakeney

Point B&B, PWL 1970, 63/12 Cawston Heath PWL 1978, 42 Wimerton.

Cladonia rangiformis: Rather common in chalk grassland in Breckland also on

the less acid dune systems. Occasional in sand pits. Recorded from 8 squares, 1 1.4%

53/64,84,91,94 52/78,89 63/04,11.
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Cladonia scabriuscula: Rare on dunes, and rather disturbed sites.

53/94, 63/01 Sparham in old gravel pit, 32 Fox Hills Northrepps on old tennis court.

Cladonia squamosa: Occasional on acid heaths and dunes. Recorded from 7

squares, 10%
53/61,62,63,84 63/04,12,21.

+ Cladonia stellaris: Recorded from Scolt Head Island by Dickinson and from
Blakeney Point by RCM as C. alpestris. Almost certainly an error for C. portentosa.

Cladonia strepsilis: Very'rare. On damp peat associated with cross-leaved heath

and bell-heather.

63/22 Bryants Heath FR 1970.

Cladonia subulata: Uncommon. On dunes and in an inland sand pit.

53/84, 91 Hoe PWL 1981, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Cladonia sulphurina: Very rare. One small colony amongst heather on a heath.

A northern species rare in the south of the British Isles.

63/12 Marsham Heath PWL 1972.

Cladonia uncialis ssp. biuncialis: Locally frequent. On heaths and dunes generally

preferring the damper situations, eg. at Cawston where it is luxuriant in old tren-

ches. Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/62,63,84 52/98 63/12,22,42.

Cliostomum graniforme = Cliostomum corrugatum (Ach.) Fr.: Very rare.

On wooden fence posts, and formerly on barn doors. Also recorded on shrubby
seablite. An Eastern species in Britain which has apparently declined since the last

century. “Mr. D. Turner first observed this species on a wooden barn ofMr. Crowe’s
at Lakenham, where we have often examined it and found it the same” Eng.Bot.

53/84 Scolt Head on shrubby seablite PWJ, Burnham Overy on fence post on edge of salt marsh PWL
1975, (63/20) Lakenham DT HbBM, (21 or 31) Coltishall DT HbBM, (41) Acle on barn door DT HbBM,
(50) Great Yarmouth HbBM.

Cliostomum grifflthii: Common. On dry bark on trees in parkland, woods and
hedgerows. Recorded on oak, ash, sycamore, elm, willow, also on apple, elder and
marram. Generally sterile but sometimes found fruiting. Recorded from 41 squares,

58.5%
53/62,63,70-73,81,82,91-94 52/59,78,89,99 63/00-04,10-14,22,23,30-33,41,42,51 62/09,17-19,28,29.

Coelocaulon aculeatum: Locally abundant. On heaths and dunes. Found fruiting

at Cawston Heath. Recorded from 17 squares, 24.2%
53/62,72-74,84,94 52/89,98 63/01,04,(1 1),12,22,41,42,(50),51 62/(09).

Coelocaulon muricatum: Apparently rare, but possibly more common than record-

ed due to confusion with the previous taxon. On heaths and dunes.

63/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1984, 12 Cawston Heath PWJ and PWL.
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Fig. 3 Cyphelium iniquinans on wood, Shimpling Church.

Collema auriforme: Uncommon. On mortar or limestone in churchyards and

ruins. Recorded from 8 squares, 11.4%

53/71 Gayton Church PWL and CJH, 81 Castle Acre Priory PWL, 83, 93 Binham Priory PWL and

FR, 63/02 Thelmingthorpe PWL, 20 Caister PWL, 42 FD, 62/18 Frenze Church PWL.

Collema crispum: Frequent. On limestone and mortar in churchyards and on old

ruins, preferring damp situations. Recorded from 14 squares, 20%
53/70,72,92-94 63/01,02,04,20,23 62/17,18,28,29.

* Collema cristatum: Not seen recently but may still occur.

(62/09) Old Buckenham on the ground in closely mown grass of cricket field SAM 1951 HbSAM.

* Collema limosum: Not seen recently, but the habitat has not been well studied

in the present survey, may be refound.

(63/14) West Runton on wet sandy cliff face SAM 1948 HbSAM.

+ Collema nigrescens: Described as common by CJP&JP in the Yarmouth area,

but considered doubtful as no Norfolk specimens have been traced.

Collema tenax: Occasional. On calcareous soil in old pits, chalk grassland, wall

tops etc. Recorded from 10 squares (7 post 1960), 14.2%

53/63,82 52/89,98 63/10,14,(20) 62/(08,09),39.
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* Coniocybe furfuracea: Extinct, specimen not seen.

(53/62) North Wootton VCH.

Coniocybe sulphurea: Rare. On elder in shady situations.

63/04 Hull Wood PWL 1977, 62/18 Shimpling PWL 1977.

Coriscium viride: Apparently very rare on heaths. 63/24 Sheringham SAM 1965.

Cyphelium iniquinans: (Fig. 3) Locally frequent. On wooden gates and posts and
occasionally on oak. Its absence from some parts eg. West Norfolk is probably due
to the scarcity of suitable habitats and intensive farming. Recorded from 30 squares

(27 post 1960), 42.8%
53/74,81,84,91,94 52/98,99 63/01-04,10,1 1,13,14,20,(21),22,(30),31,40-42,(50) 62/08,09,18,27-29.

Cyphelium notarisii: Frequent in a very limited area. On wooden gates close to

the sea in pasture or nature reserves. An eastern species.

53/84 Burnham Overy dunes T. Ottley and PWL, 63/04 Cley on four gates around the Norfolk Naturalists

Trust Reserve, Glandford on one gate ca 4 km from the sea, (50) Yarmouth DT.

(Cyphelium sessile): Rare. On the lichen Pertusaria in parkland.

53/91 Mileham PWL and FR 1989, 63/12 Heydon Park FR.

+ Cyphelium tigillare: This should be deleted from the Norfolk list. There is

sterile material which maybe this species in HbBM from Yarmouth South Town
which is in vc 25.

Dimerella diluta = Dimerella pineti (Schrader) Vezda: Occasional. In damp
shady woods, especially in some of the older Broadland carrs. On oak, ash and willow.

Recorded from 15 squares, 21.4%
53/93 52/78,79,99 63/02-04,11,13,14,30-32,40 62/18.

Diploica canescens: Abundant. On eutrophicated bark of elm, ash, and sycamore
especially, also on stone and one of the few lichens to grow on ironstone. Occa-

sionally fertile as at Saxlingham (on elm), Yelverton, Waxham and Shimpling (on

stone). Perhaps more tolerant of artificial fertilisers than other species. Recorded
from all squares, 100%

Diploschistes muscorum: Rare. On the lichen Cladonia pocillum on grass heath

and dunes.

53/84 Burnham Overy dunes PWL, 52/78 Weeting Heath in southern compartment PWL, (53/62) Kings

Lynn on carrstone ELS 1958, (63H1) Horsford SAM 1940, (14) Beeston Regis Hall SAM 1948, (30)

Wheatfen Broad SAM 1940, (62/09) Old Buckenham SAM 1949. This is probably the species referred

to by Smith in Eng.Bot. “as in lawn at Ashill (53/80) of Rev. Watt, the turf coming from a warren” 1799.

Diploschistes scruposus: Frequent. On old brickwork and on carstone in chur-

chyards, park walls etc. Recorded from 31 squares (30 post 1960), 44.2%
53/51,61-64,71,73,81,83,90,91 52/69,88,89 63/01,02,04,(10),! 1-13,22,23,33,41,42 62/08,18,19,29,39,49.
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Diplotomma alboatrum: Very common. On limestone mortar and plaster, also

occasionally on clay lump buildings. Not seen on bark recently. Recorded from 61

squares, 87.1%
53/40,51,52,60-64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/69,78,79,88,89,99 63/00-04,11-14,21-24,30-33,40-42,51

62/07-09, 1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.

Dirinia massiliensis f. sorediata: Abundant. Mainly on the north walls of chur-

ches; on limestone, plaster and mortar. Recorded from 61 squares, 87.1%

53/40,51,52,60-64,70,72-74,80-84,90-94 52/69,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,11-14,21-24,30-33,40-42,51

62/07-09, 17- 19,27-29,38,39,49.

* Endocarpon adscendens: No recent records.

(52/88) Thetford on mud walls DT HbBM, (63/21) Mousehold Heath KT.

Enterographa crassa: Fairly frequent on ash, oak, beech and elm in damp shady

woodland. Probably not an ancient woodland indicator in Norfolk as it occurs in

some Broadland carrs. Recorded from 22 squares, 31.4%

53/62,71,84,93 52/98,99 63/00,01,03,04,11-14,20-22,24,30,33,40 62/18.

Enterographa sorediata; Very rare. On ancient oak in damp sheltered valley.

63/24 Northrepps Cottage Wood PWL 1974, first colleaion of this new species, sterile at this site. Elsewhere

this species is known only from the New Forest.

Evernia prunastri: Very common. On a variety of trees including oak, ash, willow,

beech, lime, poplar, and sycamore. Occasionally on dunes, and old gravel work-

ings, Found fruiting at Geldeston (62/39) in ca 1805 OBG and on Dunston Park

pales (63/20) KT 1849. Recorded from 63 squares, 92.8%

53/51,60,64,70-74,80-84,90-94, 52/59,68,78,79,88,89,98,99, 63/00-04,10-14,20-24,30-33,40-42,50,51

62/08,09, 1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.

Foraminella ambigua: Uncommon, though occasionally locally abundant. Largely

confined to tree stumps, though at Shadwell 52/98 it was abundant on a fallen ash

and at Ling Heath and North Wootton Common (53/62), it is abundant on birch.

Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/62 52/89 63/11,12,14,20,21.

Fuscidea lightfootii: Apparently rare on bark.

53/62 BLS 1968, 63/03, (21) Stratton Strawless Heath on smooth bark Borrer HbBM.

Graphis elegans: Generally uncommon but locally abundant as at Swanton Novers

Great Wood in the sessile oak coppice and at Felbrigg on beech. On smooth bark

of young oak, beech, holly and rowan, mostly in woods. Recorded from 9 squares,

12.8%
53/62,71,93 63/03,11-14,21.

Graphis scripta: Rarer than the previous species and never locally abundant. Most-

ly on beech, holly and hazel.

53/93 Thursford on hazel PWL, 52/98 Shadwell Park on beech PWL, 99 Merton Park FR, 63/03 Swan-

ton Novers FR, (63/22) Ringland on beech SAM 1949, (22) Coltishall VCH, (62/08) Old Buckenham

on hornbeam SAM 1950
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* Gyalecta geoica: Apparently extinct

(63/24) Cromer on old wall associated with Caloplaca flavescens and Diploica canescens 1879 HbBM.

* Gyalecta jenensis: Apparently extinct, though it has been recently found at An-

caster in Lincolnshire and might possibly be refound.

(63/12) Corpusty Church “found on stone walls in Norfolk in a northern exposure; as on Corpusty Church,

by the Rev. Mr. Bryant and Mr D. Turner.” Eng.Bot. Date given as 1800 in Bloomfield (1905).

Gyalecta truncigena: Very rare. On elm in hedgerow.

53/93 Wighton at Field Barn PWL 1975.

Gyalideopsis anastomosans: Apparently uncommon. On oak, holly and elder

in shady woodland. Only found sterile.

63/04 Hull Wood on oak PWL and BJC 1973, 13 Ponds Hills on holly and elder PWL and BJC 1973.

Haematomma elatinum: Very rare. On oak in woodland.

63/02 Foxley Wood FR 1969.

Haematomma ochroleucum: Common in a variety of habitats. Var. ochroleucum

is the common species on trees on sycamore, lime and elm. Var. porphyrium is the

common form on stone and occasionally dominates the north walls of churches eg.

at Sparham. Always sterile. Recorded from 43 squares, 61.4%
53/5 1,60-64,70-73,80,82,84,90-93 52/68,69,89,98,99 63/00-04, 1 0-14,22,23,30,32,4 1 62/08, 1 8, 1 9,29,38,39,

49.

H. ochroleucum vzt

.

ochroleucum 63/02, 12; var. porphyrium 53/60,64,73 63/11 62/18.

Huilia tuberculosa = Porpidia tuberculosa (Sm.) Hertel & Knoph: Common.
On acid stonework, probably one of the most constant species in this habitat. Record-

ed from 52 squares, 74.3%
53/40,41,51,52,60,63,64,71-73,80-84,90-94 52/69,78,88,99 63/01-04,11-14,20,22-24,30-33,40,41,51

62/09,17-19,27,28,38,39,49.

Hyperphyscia adglutinata: Rare. On ash in parkland and on commons.
53/90 Letton Hall Park, FR 1970 62/29, Fritton Common FR 1971.

Hypocenomyce caradocensis: Rare. On oligotrophic bark in heathy woodland.

It may be more common than the records suggest as it could be easily overlooked

in the sterile state.

53/62 Sandringham BLS meeting 1968, 63/21 Horsford on oak PWL and BJC 1973.

Hypocenomyce scalaris: Fairly frequent. On the oligotrophic bark of oak, juniper,

lime and pine. Also not infrequent on carstone and rarely brickwork. Tolerant of

pollution eg. on lime near the centre of Norwich. Recorded from 30 squares, 42.8%
53/61,63,71-73,80,81,92,94 52/69,89,98 63/00,02-04,11-14,20,21,24,30,41,42 62/18,29,49.

Hypogymnia physodes: Generally abundant, though locally rare in parts of north

west Norfolk and the Fens. On the oligotrophic bark of oak, pine, willow, beech,

juniper, ash, birch, lime and heather. Also on wood and sometimes on the ground
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on heaths, dunes and old gravel workings. Occasionally on acid stonework. Formerly

fertile as at Spixworth (63/21) KT 1849 HbNWH. Recorded from 57 squares, 81.4%
53/52,60-64,70-72,74,80-84,90-94, 52/78,79,88,89,98,99, 63/00-04, 10- 14,20-24,30-33,40-42,5

1

62/08,09,18,19,28,29.

Hypogymnia tubulosa: Occasional. On oligotrophic bark of oak and on heather.

Also on acid tombstones and wood. Recorded from 21 squares, 30%
53/61,64,70,71,81,83,84,93 52/98 63/00,01,04,11,12,21,30,32,33,42 62/09,19.

Lecanactis abietina: Very locally frequent. On the dry bark of oak and beech,

mostly in woodland. Sometimes fertile as at Swanton Novers on beech and Pond
Hills on oak. Recorded from 7 squares, 14.2%
53/93 63/03,04,12-14,28.

Lecanactis hemisphaerica: Very rare. On limestone on the west-facing walls of

two churches, growing under a drip course in both instances. A very xeric habitat.

An extremely eastern species in Britain, searched for but not found in north Norfolk.

63/41 Runham Church PWL 1980, Filby Church PWL 1981.

Lecanactis premnea: A rare species of ancient oaks, in parkland and in old oak

pasture woods.

53/62 Sandringham BLS 1968, 90 Letton Hall Park FR, 93 near Gunthorpe Park PWL, 52/99 Merton

Park FR, 63/04 Hull Wood PWL and FR, 13 Felbrigg in park FR, 31 Woodbastwick Hall PWL 1971.

Lecania baeomma: Apparently very rare. On brick of churchyard wall.

53/91 Hoe Church PWL 1979.

Lecania cyrtella: Status uncertain, possibly an overlooked species. On trees.

63/00 Kimberley Park FR, (50) near Yarmouth DT 1810, (62/09) Old Buckenham on elder SAM 1949.

Lecania erysibe: Fairly frequent. Now considered to be an aggregate. On limestone

and mortar. Recorded from 17 squares, 24.2%

53/52,60,61,63,71,84,94 63/04,13,14,31,33,42 62/08,17,39.

f. soredifera 53/92, 52/59 Blackdyke Farm, 69 Southery Church.

Lecania nylanderiana: Rare. There is some doubt about the correct identity of

this taxon. On plaster and mortar on vertical church walls.

53/91 Bittering Church PWL 1982, 62/07 Bio Nonon Church PWL 1981.

Lecanora albescens: An overlooked species now believed to be widespread and

frequent. On limestone, mortar and sometimes brick. Recorded from 7 squares (all

in 1984), 10%
53/64,94 52/68,69,89 63/01,02.

Lecanora atra = Tephromela atra (Huds.) Hafellner: Common. On brick, sand-

stone, flint and other acid stone substrates. Occasional on flint pebbles above HWM.
In consolidated shingle as at Blakeney, Lodge Marsh, Wells and Scolt Head Island.

On a wooden gate at Fincham PWL. Recorded from 61 squares, 87.1%

Not recorded from 53/50,52,73 52/59,68 63/00,10,50 62/07.
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Lecanora campestris: Common. On stonework in churchyards and elsewhere.

On cement, limestone, asbestos and also calcareous sandstone. Recorded from 68

squares, 97.1%
Not recorded from 52/59 63/40.

Lecanora carpinea: Occasional. The frequency of pre 1960 records suggests that

it might be a declining species. On the smooth bark of ash and walnut, usually on
hedgerow and parkland trees, also on the edge of woods. Formerly on hornbeam,
and elder.

53/60 near Fincham PWL, 53/62, 70 near Beechamwell PWL, 94 Wells on fence, 52/89 Starston carr

PWL and FR, (63/10) Bawburgh HbSAM, (11) Felthoipe SAM 1937, Drayton 1937, Horsford 1940,

13, (20) Norwich Tuckswood FM 1852, Arminghall SAM 1942, (21) Stratton Strawless KT, (30) Rockland

on buckthorn, (62/08) Old Buckenham, 28 Bath Hills Ditchingham PWL 62/39.

Lecanora chlarotera: Common. On smooth bark especially of ash and walnut,

but also on beech, poplar, oak and sycamore on hedgerow trees and in woodland.

On wood in coastal situations. Recorded from 36 squares, 51.4%
53/60,62,64,70-72,74,81,84,90,92,93 52/89,98,99 63/01-04,10,12-14,20,22,23,30,31,42,
62/08,09,18,19,28,29,39.

Lecanora conizaeoides: Abundant. On acid stone, brick etc., also on most tree

and shrub species, other substrates include iron, rubber, canvas, leather etc. Quite

commonly fertile. The first records appear to have been on pine and birch in 1936.

63/1 1 Drayton Brecks on pine SAM 1936, Hellesdon on pine SAM 1936, 30 Surlingham Wood on birch

SAM 1936. Recorded from all 70 squares, 100%.

Lecanora crenulata: Frequent. On limestone, especially the hard oolitic limestones

used as corner stones on churches. Recorded from 54 squares, 77.1%
53/41,50,52,60,63,64,71-73,80-84,90-94 52/69,78,79,89,98 63/00-04,10-13,20-23,30-33,40-42

62/07-09,17-19,27-29,49.

Lecanora dispersa: Abundant. Probably an aggregate of several closely related

taxa. On limestone, cement, asbestos, brick. Also on eutrophicated bark and wood.
Var. zosterae is frequent on plant remains eg. on sea lavender tussocks at Scolt Head
Island and Blakeney Point, also probably elsewhere on the coast. Recorded from
all grid squares, 100%.

Lecanora expallens: Common. On the smooth bark of oak, ash, sycamore and
beech also on walnut and elm. On wood near the coast. Rarely fertile. Recorded
from 49 squares, 70%
53/60,62,64,71,72,74,80-82,84,90-94 52/68,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,21-24,30-33,40-42,51

62/09,18,19,28,29,38,39,49.

+ Lecanora intumescens: A western species in southern Britain which from its

known distribution is unlikely to occur in Norfolk. Should be deleted from the list.

Recorded from (63/21) Plumstead and Sprowston K&W 1934.

Lecanora muralis: (Fig. 4) Common. On acid horizontal stonework and tiles in

moderately eutrophic situations. Occasional on limestone, concrete and mortar in

urban areas. Also on flint pebbles in stablised shingle bordering salt marsh as at
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Fig. 4 Lecanora muralis on stone.

Blakeney Point and on a sandstone pebble at Weeting Heath. Sometirnes on wood

especially on planks across dykes and rarely on trees in dusty eutrophic situations

as at Hellesdon. Recorded from 66 squares, 94.2%

Not recorded from 52/59 63/24,51 62/38.

Lecanora pallida: Very rare now, possibly less so formerly. On trees.

63/23 Templewood on one tree in an avenue of trees PWL 1977, Pre 1960 records include : (53/62)

N. Wootton EMH, (52/99) Saham Toney E.R.Noble 1939, (63/03) Holt EMH, (12) Stratton Strawless

KT, (30) Wheatfen, (62/09) Old Buckenham on elder SAM 1949.

Lecanora polytropa: Widespread, but rarely abundant. On acid stone especially

on table tombs and coping stones on bridges. Recorded from 24 squares, 34.2%

53/40,41,52,64,71,81,83,84,94 52/69 63/01-04,10,20,32,33,40 62/07,08,19,28,49.

* Lecanora populicola: Extinct.

(63/21 or 22) Coltishall on poplar DT HbBM ex Kew. First and only British record, Laundon (1970).

Lecanora pulicaris: Rare. On smooth oligotrophic bark in woodland.

63/02 Foxley Wood PWL 1970, 04 Hull Wood PWL 1973, 21 Horsford PWL and BJC, (30) Wheatfen

EAE 1937, 32 Sutton Broad PWL.

Lecanora soralifera: Occasional. On acid stone and sometimes on brickwork.

Recorded from 9 squares, 12.8%

53/64,71,74,92,94 63/01,02,30 62/28.
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Lecanora symmicta: Apparently rare on drift wood.
63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Lecanora varia: Apparently rare or very rare on wood.
63/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1984, (11) Costessey KT, 42 Winterton MRDS.

Lecidea fuscoatra: Occasional. On acid brick and stone of tombs and walls.

53/62, 72, 84, 91, 63/01 Lyng.

Lecidea monticola = Clauzadea monticola (Ach.) Hafellner & Bellem.: Ap-
parently rare on limestone.

63/20 Dunston on limestone tombstone PWL 1973.

Lecidea orosthea: Apparently very rare but possibly overlooked. On brick.

53/91 Hoe on a brickwall PWL 1979.

Lecidea sulphurea: Frequent on old brickwork and acid stone especially near the

coast often on wall tops in moderately eutrophic situations. Recorded from 44 squares,

62.8%
53/40,41,51,60,63,72,74,82,83,84,91,92,94 52/69,79,89,98 63/01-04,11-14,20,22-24,30-33,41,42,51

62/08,09,17,18,27,28,38,49.

Lecidella elaeochroma: Occasional. In woodland, sometimes parkland mainly on
ash and oak. f. soralifera has been found at Merton Park 52/99 in woodland PWL
Recorded from 16 squares, 22.8%
53/64,71,92,93 52/89,99 63/02,04,10,13,14,42 62/19,28,29,39.

Lecidella scabra: Occasional. On acid stonework and brick in churchyards. Record-

ed from 17 squares, 24.2%
53/63,90,91,94 63/04,11-14,23,30,31,33,40 62/17,19,39.

Lecidella stigmatea: Common. Especially on horizontal limestones, cement, also

on asbestos. Recorded from 35 squares, 50%
53/40,41,51,52,60-64,73-74,82,83,91 52/69,78,88,99 63/02,10,1 1,12,20,22,30,31,32,42,51
62/08,17,18,19,39,49.

+ Lepraria crassissima: A doubtful record without supporting material.

53/62 Sandringham Church BLS 1968.

Lepraria incana: Abundant. On soil, bark, wood and stone usually in shaded
sheltered situations always sterile. Recorded from 68 squares, 97.1%
Not recorded from 52/59 63/51.

= Leproloma vouauxii (Hue): A newly recognised species so far only confirmed
from one site. However, previous records of a taxon tentatively referred to Lepraria

membranacea probably belong here. It is likely that this species will prove to be

common in shaded situations on stonework and on mosses.

(52/78) Weeting 1960 F. Brightman det J .R. Laundon.
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Leproplaca chrysodeta: Occasional. On mortar in rather shady vertical situations.

Recorded from 12 squares, 17.1%
53/61,64,71,74,83,91,94 52/89 63/02,13,14 62/29.

* Leptogium gelatinosum: Extinct. On old walls.

(63/20) Thorpe Norwich DT ca 1805, Bishopsthorpe Norwich KT.

Leptogium lichenoides: Uncommon. Saxicolous on carstone wall tops and mossy

walls.

53/63 Ringstead area on carstone walls AM 1983, 73 Ringstead area on carstone walls AM 1983, 74

Ringstead area on carstone walls AM 1983,(63/14) Cromer on old mossy walls Larbaliester HbBM.

* Leptogium palmatum: Probably extinct. On dunes.

(63/50) Yarmouth Denes DT HbBM, (51) Hemsby DT In Eng.Bot. “Mr. Turner favoured us with

specimens in frutifications from sandy ground to the north of Yarmouth near the sea.”

Leptogium schraderi: Rare. On limestone.

(63/51) Caistor Church DT Eng.Bot., (62/28) Fulham St Margaret crevices of table tomb PWL 1975.

* Leptogium tenuissimum: Probably extinct. In Eng.Bot. as Lichen subtilis “our

specimens were sent from Coltishall, Norfolk by Mr. Turner.”

(63/1 1 or 20) Coltishall DT, (20) Norwich on a sandy bank JC 1782, (50) Yarmouth DT, (62/29) Harleston

DT, (39) Ditchingham OBG.

Leptogium turgidum: Rare. On limestone.

62/29 Fulham St Mary Church on table tomb PWL 1977.

Melaspilea ochrothalamia: Rare. On oak in woodland.

63/04 Hull Wood PWL and BJC 1973.

Micarea denigrata: Probably an overlooked species. On wood.

63/04 Blakeney Point on old timber PWJ 1962 and B&B 1962, 21 Horsford on an old gate PWL and

BJC 1973.

Micarea melaena: Probably an overlooked species. On shrubs.

63/12 Marsham Heath on gorse and heather PWL and BJC 1973.

Micarea nitschkeana; Probably an overlooked species. On gorse and heather

53/91 Hoe Common PWL, 63/12 Marsham Heath PWL and BJC 1973.

* Micarea peliocarpa: No recent records

(63/21) Horsford Heath KT 18 HbNWH.

Micarea prasina: Probably an overlooked species. On oligotrophic bark in shady

situations.

63./03 Swanton Novers PWL, 04 Hull Wood PWL and FR, 14 Felbrigg Great Wood FR, 32 Barton

Turf PWL.
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* Moelleropsis nebulosa: Extinct. Formerly on banks and dunes.

(53/62) Nonh Wootton on dry shady banks Larbaliester HbBM, (63/02) Guestwick E. Skepper, (11)

Felthorpe ?KT 1856 HbSAM, (1 1) near Great Yarmouth on turfy ground and Hemsby CJP&JP ca 1834.

Mycoblastus sterilis: Probably an overlooked species. On bark.

63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood.

* (Mycocalcium subtile): Extinct. Formerly on wood.

(63/50) Great Yarmouth. Described by DT in Lich. Brit, as on old timber, frequently under the eaves

of thatched buildings.

Mycoporum quercus: Occasional. On the smooth bark of twigs of oak.

53/62 BLS, 71 BLS, 63/04 Hull Wood PWL and FR, 13 Pond Hills PWL and BJC 1973, 14 Sher-

ingham PWL and FR 1972, 21 Horsford PWL and BJC 1972.

Ochrolechia androgyna: Rare. On oligotrophic bark of oak.

53/61 BLS 1968, 62 Sandringham BLS 1968, 63/04 Hull Wood PWL and FR, 12 Blickling Park FR.

+ Ochrolechia frigida: This should be deleted from the Norfolk flora as this arc-

tic alpine species is very unlikely to have occurred in the county in historic times.

However the identity of the lichen ^Lichen upsaliensis' recorded both by Bryant from
sandy heaths north of Norwich in about 1782, by DT from near Sprowston and
by Bryant from Cawston Heath 1782 is uncertain.

Ochrolechia parella: Locally frequent. On acid stone and brickwork especially

on wall copings. Most frequent near the sea particularly in north east Norfolk.

Recorded from 13 squares (12 post 1960), 18.5%
53/84 52/98 63/02,03,13,14,(20),24,30,33,41 62/18,19.

Ochrolechia subviridis: Moderately frequent. On ash, sycamore, and walnut in

moderately eutrophic situations in parklands and old pastures. Recorded from 33

squares, 47.1%
53/60,62,64,72,80,82,90,93 52/68,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,22,23,30,41 62/08,09,18,28,29,39,49.

Ochrolechia tumeri: Uncommon. On ash, elm, walnut and sycamore in parklands

and old pasture.

52/89 Stanford Training Area, 53/92 Sennowe Park 63/02, 12 Heydon Park PWL, 21, 42.

Opegrapha atra: Occasional. On smooth bark of ash, sycamore and walnut. Mostly
in parkland or trees in pasture. Recorded from 24 squares (20 post 1960), 34.2%
53/60,71,80,82,84,92-94 52/68,99 63/00,02-04,(1 1,12),13,14,(21),22,42 62/(09), 19,29.

Opegrapha chevallieri; Considered now by Coppins and Pentecost to be a con-

specific with O. saxatilis. Locally frequent. On mortar and limestone on the north

walls of churches within about 30 km of the coast, less so further inland, apparent-

ly more abundant in East Norfolk than in West. Occasional on tombstones. Recorded
in about 1850 from Wreningham church (62/19) by KT, still present 1974. Record-

ed from 30 squares, 42.8%
53/51,62,64,91,94 63/01-04,(10),! 1-14,20,22,23,31-33,40-42 62/19,28,29,38,49.
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Opegrapha corticola: Rare. On old oak in oak pasture woodland.
63/04 Hull Wood PWL and BJC 1973.

Opegrapha herbarum: Occasional. Mostly on ash and elm, occasionally on other

species eg. apple. In woods, parks and on hedgerow trees usually in well-lit situa-

tions. Recorded from 10 squares, 14.2%
52/59,79,89 63/02-04,24,40 62/18,28.

Opegrapha lyncea: Restricted to ancient oaks in parkland and in oak pasture woods.

At Gawdy Hall Wood occurs on an ancient standard in coppice-with-standards

woodland. In OBG Trees in Lord Woodhouse’s Park at Kimberley, Rev. Alderson,

still present in 1980. Recorded from 11 squares, 15.7%
53/62,71,90-93 52/99 63/00,04,11,24 62/28.

Opegrapha niveoatra: Rare. On ash in oak pasture woodland.

63/04 Hull Wood PWL and BJC 1973.

Opegrapha ochrocheila: Uncommon. Usually in damp shady situations on ash,

elm and willow.

52/89 Starston Carr PWL and FR, 63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood PWL, 11 Honingham PWL,
30 Wheatfen PWL, 62/(09) Old Buckenham SAM 1949, 18 Shimpling PWL.

Opegrapha rufescens: Rare. On ash in oak pasture woodland.

63/04 Hull Wood PWL and BJC 1973.

Opegrapha saxatalis: Previously considered rare but now considered to be con-

specific with O. chevalleri.

63/12 Corpusty Church on wall PWL, (62/09) Old Buckenham Hall SAM 1950.

Opegrapha sorediifera: Rare, but probably also overlooked because of its

resemblance to Trentepohlia algae. On oak and elm.

63/03 Cley Park Wood on oak PWL and BJC 1973, 62/29 Tyrells Wood PWL.

Opegrapha varia: Occasional. On hedgerow trees also in parkland and sometimes

woods. Mostly on elm. Recorded from 11 squares, 15.7%

53/62,64,70,73,80,92 52/89 63/13,40 62/49.

Opegrapha vermicellifera: Occasional. On elm and rarely on elder in damp

woodland and sheltered hedgerows. Recorded from 8 squares, 11.4%

53/81 52/68 63/02,04,11,22 62/18,29.

Opegrapha vulgata: Fairly frequent. Especially on elm in hedgerows, less often

in woods. Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/60,90 52/89 63/04,14,42 62/18.

+ Pannaria leucophaea: Extinct. Recorded as Lichen escharoides in Eng.Bot. “This

new addition to our list of British Lichens was discovered by Mr. Turner in his

tour of Cornwall in 1799 and near Yarmouth in June last.” Without supporting

material this is considered doubtful.
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* Pannaria pezizoides: Extinct. Formerly on sandy heaths and dunes.

(53/62) North Wootton on dry shady banks Larbaliester, (63/02) Guestwick E. Skepper, (51) Hemsby
and Yarmouth.

Parmelia acetabulum: Widespread but rarely abundant. On sycamore, ash,

walnut, oak, lime and elm. Fertile in the Stanford Training Area and abundantly
so on a walnut at Gunthorpe Park. Mostly now in parkland but occasionally still

found on hedgerow trees. First found in Britain by James Smith on Mr. Crowe’s
land at Saham Park near Sporle in 1799. Recorded from 29 squares, 41.4%
53/60,71,80-82,84,90,93,94 52/59,68,78,89,98 63/00-03, 10-13,22,23,(30),42 62/18,29,39,49.

Parmelia borreri: Probably very rare. On small elm in hedgerow.
63/41 Potter Heigham FD.

Parmelia caperata: Quite widespread, but rarely common except in some woods
in North Norfolk and in some Broadland carrs, absent from the Fens. On alder,

hazel, beech, walnut, willow, apple and lime. Probably now most frequent on ash.

In parkland, on hedgerow trees and in woods. On carstone in rockery at Sandringham
House. Recorded from 53 squares, 75.7%
53/61-64,70-72,74,80-84,90-93 52/78,88,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-24,30-33,40-42 62/00,09,18,19,28,

29.38.39.49.

Parmelia conspersa: Very rare. On wooden bier.

52/99 East Wretham Church one thallus PWL and CJBH 1983.

Parmelia elegantula: Rare. On sycamore and elm in parkland.

52/89 Bodney on elm PWL 1982, 63/03 Gunthorpe Park PWL 1975.

Parmelia exasperatula: Very rare. On old ash in parkland.

63/00 Kimberley Park FR.

Parmelia glabratula: Common. On beech, ash, sycamore, apple, oak, elder etc.

In woodlands, hedgerow trees and in parklands. Recorded from 50 squares, 71.4%
53/51,60-62,64,70-72,81-84,90-93 52/59,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-23,30,31,33,40-42,51 62/09,

18.19.28.29.39.49.

P. glabratula ssp. fuliginosa: Frequent. On acid stone and tile. Recorded from
29 squares, 42.8%
53/71-73,80,82,84,91,94 52/89,99 63/01,02,11,13,14,23,24,30,32,33,40-42,51 62/09,18,19,28,39.

Parmelia mougeotii: Rather frequent, probably more so now than in the past

as it was not recorded by Turner or Smith. On acid stone, tile and slate. Recorded
from 22 squares, 31.4%
53/60/90 52/79 63/00-03,10,12,13,20,22,32,33,40 62/07,09,17-19,38,49.

Parmelia perlata: Local and rather uncommon. On ash and oak. Largely restricted

to the north and east of the county with one locality in Breckland (Starston Carr).

Apparently a declining species as now absent from several of its post 1960 sites
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eg. Horsford. Considered to be restricted to zone 8 and above and therefore sen-

sitive to air pollution. Recorded from 14 squares, 20%
53/71,83,84 52/89,98 63/03,04,12-14,21,30 62/(09),49.

Parmelia pulla: Probably rare. On slate and granite.

62/39 Raveningham Church CJBH and PC 1986.

Parmelia reticulata: Very rare. On oak pollard in oak pasture woodland.
63/04 Hull Wood PWL and FR 1972.

Parmelia revoluta: Fairly frequent. On oak, ash, willow, hazel and poplar especial-

ly in damp woodland. Recorded from 27 squares, 38.5%
53/70,71,80,91-93 52/88,89,99 63/00,01,03,04,11-14,21,22,30,31,33,40,42 62/07,18,29.

Parmelia saxatilis: Occasional but locally abundant as at Yaxham Church, always

sterile. On oligotrophic bark and also on acid stone. Recorded from 17 squares, 24.2%
53/62,71,72,84 52/79 63/01,03,04,11,14,21,42 62/28,38,39.

Parmelia subaurifera: Occasional to locally frequent. Mainly on willow and elder,

but also ash, hazel and elm. Most often found in woodland. Recorded from 33 squares

(28 post 1960), 47.1%
53/61,64,70,71,72,74,82,84,90,93 52/78,79,89 63/03,04,10,(1 1),12,13,(14,20,21),22,30-32,40-42

62/(09), 17, 18,29.

Parmelia subrudecta: Frequent. On sycamore, willow, oak, hazel, ash, walnut,

poplar, etc. in hedgerows, parkland and well-lit woodland. Recorded from 58 squares,

82.8%
53/51,62-64,70-72,74,80-84,90-94 52/59,68,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-23,30-33,40-42,51

62/07-09,18,19,28,29,39,49.

Parmelia sulcata: Widespread and abundant except in the Fens. On oak, ash,

elm, willow, alder, hazel, beech, sycamore, plane etc. Also sometimes on wood and

on acid stonework. Formerly fertile eg. at Wheatfen (63/30) SAM 1936, and Holt

(63/03) EMH.
Recorded from 65 squares, 92.8%
Not recorded from 53/40,41,50 52/69 63/50.

Parmelia tiliacea: Now very rare. The only modern record is in parkland at the

base of an ash.

53/80 Hilborough Park PWL 1981, (63/20) Lakenham ENB, Dunston KT.

Parmelia verruculifera: Occasional. On acid horizontal stone, also rarely on wood

as at Sustead Church. Recorded from 13 squares, 18.5%

53/62,64,83,84,94 52/69 63/01,11,13 62/07,09,17,39.

* Parmeliopsis aleurites: Extinct though still present in Suffolk. On wood.

(62/49) Toft Monks on a pound CJP&JP ca 1800.
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Peltigera didactyla: Occasional on dunes, gravel pits and heaths. Recorded from

9 squares (6 post 1960), 12.8%
53/81,84 52/78,89 63/01,04,(30) 62/(08,09).

Peltigera lactucifolia: Occasional. On grass heath, old airfields, and other open
habitats.

Recorded from 14 squares, 20%
53/61,62,64 52/79,89 63/01,03,04,10,1 1,(14),42 62/18,39.

Peltigera membranacea: Occasional. On lawns, grass heaths, banks and dunes.

All material critically examined seems to be this taxon, but there is a possibility

that some of these records are referable to P. canina. This should be searched for

especially near the coast. Recorded from 18 squares (14 post 1960), 25.7%
53/61-64,71,74,84,91 52/(78),88 63/01,04,10,11,21,(23) 62/(08,09).

Peltigera praetextata: Apparently rare. Recorded only on dunes.

53/74 Holme next the Sea SAM 1971.

Peltigera rufescens: Occasional. On dunes, gravel pits, heaths and disused railways.

Recorded from 9 squares (8 post 1960), 12.8%
53/63,64,84 52/79,89 63/01,04,(1 1),31.

Pertusaria albescens: Frequent. On trees especially on sycamore, ash, and oak

in parks and woods. In Eng.Bot. “The present specimen was sent to us from Yar-

mouth by Mr. W. Borrer who observes that the bitter flavour of L. fagineus {P.

amara) is not found in this species”. Recorded from 12 squares, 17.1%
53/62,64,71,82 52/68,89,99 63/01,11,12,32 62/29.

P. albescens var. corallina: In similar habitats to the type. Recorded from 17

squares, 24.2%
53/64,80,84,90,92,93 52/89,99 63/00,12,21,(22) 62/09,19,29,38,39.

Pertusaria amara: Frequent away from areas of intensive agriculture. On sycamore,

ash, oak, etc. Also sometimes on brickwork and acid stone eg. at Guist Church 63/02,

and Bylaugh Park 63/01. Recorded from 50 squares, 71.4%
53/60,62,64,70-72,74,80-84,90-94 52/78,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,21-24,30-33,41,42 62/08,09,18,19,28,

29,38,39,49.

Pertusaria coccodes: Local. On the oligotrophic bark of old oaks in parks and
occasionally woods and hedgerows. On sandstone tombstone at Rougham. Record-

ed from 30 squares, 42.8%
53/62,64,71,72,80-84,90,92,93 52/89,99 63/00-04,10-14,22 62/18,29,38,39.

Pertusaria flavida: Uncommon. Mostly on old oaks in parkland, usually in less

polluted sites.

53/62 Sandringham BLS 1968, 80 Hilborough Park FR 1970, 52/99 Merton Park FR 1969, 63/10 Kei-

teringham Park FR 1969, 12, 14 Felbrigg FR 1970, 62/29 Fritton FR.

Pertusaria hemisphaerica: Uncommon. On oligotrophic bark, especially oak.
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in woodland and parkland. Recorded from 8 squares, 11.4%
53/62,71 52/99 63/00,03,04,13,14.

Pertusaria hymenea: Uncommon. On oligotrophic bark especially on oaks in

parkland and woodland. On stone at Hevingham Church 63/12. Recorded from 7

squares, 10%
53/62,93 63/03,04,12,14 62/28.

Pertusaria leioplaca: Uncommon. On the smooth bark of hornbeam, hazel, beech,

walnut and oak. Mostly in woodland. Recorded from 9 squares, 12.8%
53/72,82 63/01,03,04,10,14 62/28,29.

Pertusaria multipuncta: Rare. On trees in woodland.
63/03 Swanton Novers FR.

Pertusaria pertusa: Common. On sycamore, ash and oak in woodlands and
parkland. Recorded from 32 squares, 45.7%
53/62,71,72,81,82,84,92,93 52/89,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-24,31 62/08,18,19,28,29,38.

+ Pertusaria velata: As this is always a rare corticolous species of ancient

woodlands and all the Norfolk records are from stonework the records must be con-

sidered erroneous.

(63/12) Cawston Church JES, Hevingham Church Rev. Alderson, (62/17) Scole Inn DT.

Petractis clausa: Very rare. On chalk pebble in Breckland grassland.

52/78 Weeting Heath PWL 1972 not seen since, also recorded from Thetford Heath in vc. 26.

Phaeophyscia nigricans: This species appears to be very rare in contrast to its

abundance in other parts of East Anglia. Possibly more frequent than the few records

suggest.

52/79 Foulden Church on wall top PWL 1975, 62/39 Raveningham Church on wall top, Chedgrave

Church on black limestone table tomb CJBH and PC both 1986.

Phaeophyscia orbicularis: Abundant. On eutrophicated limestone, also on

brickwork, tile and sandstone. Occasional on wood especially near the coast. Also

on eutrophicated bark of elder and elm. Recorded from 64 squares, 91.4%

Not recorded from 52/59,98 63/24,50 62/07,09.

* Phlyctis agelaea: Extinct. Formerly on bark. As Lichen agelaeus in Eng.Bot.

“This obscure lichen is found by Mr. Turner about Yarmouth and it is said by

those gentlemen to be not uncommon on the barks of trees.”

(63/10) Earlham KT ca 1850, (11) Ringland on beech SAM 1937 HbNWH, (20) Framlingham K&W,
(21) Stratton Strawless K&W, (30) Wheatfen K&W, (50) Yarmouth DT.

Phlyctis argena: Common. Especially on the smooth bark of sycamore, beech and

ash, also on oak and willow. In woodland, parkland and on hedgerow trees. Record-

ed from 45 squares, 64.2%
53/60,62,64,70,71,73,80-83,92,93 52/68,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,21-24,30,32,33,40-42

62/08,18,19,28,29,49.
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Physica adscendens: Abundant. On limestone, brick, tile, asbestos and also on
bark especially on elm and elder. On wood in eutrophic situations. Occasionally

fertile. Recorded from 67 squares, 95.7%
Not recorded from 53/41 52/49 62/07.

Physica aipolia: Uncommon. On maple, ash and elm in parklands and rarely in

hedgerows.

53/64 Hunstanton Park PWL and FR, 80 South Pickenham Park PWL 1976, 84 Holkham Park PWL
and FR, 93 Wighton in hedgerow PWL 1975, 63/(11) Costessey ? KT 1858, Drayton SAM 1936 HbSAM,
14 Sheringham Park PWL and FR, 22 Westwick Park FR, 62/39 near Brooke, in hedgerow PWL and FR.

Physcia caesia: Very common. On horizontal stone, especially limestone, asbestos,

cement and tile. Occasionally on flints on the coast and on Breckland heaths.

Sometimes on wood and occasionally on bark in dusty eutrophic situations. Rarely

fertile as at Taverham Church 63/11. Recorded from 67 squares, 95.7%
Not recorded from 52/59,89 62/07.

Physcia dubia: Has been overlooked in the past, apparently quite common. On
tops of tombs etc. in eutrophic situations. Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/51,60,71,72 62/19,39,49.

Physcia tenella: Very common. On sandstone, limestone, cement and asbestos

in eutrophic situations, also on the eutrophicated bark of elder, elm etc. Occasionally

fertile. Recorded from 55 squares, 78.5%
53/40,51,52,60-62,64,70,72,80-82,84,90-94 52/59,68,69,78,79,89,98,99 63/00,01,04,11-14,20,21,23,

24,3 1-33,40,42,50 62/07-09,1 7- 1 9,27-29,38,39,49.

Physconia distorta: Occasional on the eutrophicated bark of maple, ash, elder

and elm. Recorded from 31 squares (28 post 1960), 44.2%
53/51,62,64,71-74,84,90,93 52/79,89,98 63/00,02,04,(1 1),12,(21),22,23,30,31,33,42 62/(08),09,18,19,29,39.

Physconia enteroxantha: Rare. On ash in parkland.

53/80 Hilborough Park FR 1970.

Physconia grisea: Frequent. On eutrophicated limestone, occasional on
eutrophicated bark. Rarely fertile. Recorded from 64 squares, 91.4%
53/40,50-52,60-64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/68,79,88,89,99 63/00-04,10-14,20-24,30-33,40-42,51
62/03,09,17-19,27-29,38,39,49.

Physconia perisidiosa: Uncommon. On eutrophic bark of sycamore, ash, elder

and elm in parkland and in hedgerows. Also occasionally on stone in eutrophicated

situations. Recorded from 7 squares, 10%
53/64,80,90 63/00,13,33 62/29.

Placynthiella oligotropha: On peaty sand amongst moss.

63/41 Winterton Dunes CJBH and PC 1986.

Placynthiella uliginosa: Fairly frequent. On peaty soil and old rotting wood.
Recorded from 18 squares, 25.7% The usually sterile taxon Placynthiella icmalea
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almost certainly occurs but has been overlooked in the present studies.

53/62,70,82,84,91,94 52/99 63/03,04,(1 1),12,14,21,30,32,33 62/18,29

Placynthium nigrum: Rare in contrast to Suffolk, where it is not uncommon.
On horizontal limestone.

53/92 Gately on stonework of railway bridge PWL 1984, 62/27 Brockdish on table tomb PWL, 63/02
Foulsham Church PWL 1989, 63/10 Marlingford Church CJBH JGG and PC 1986.

Platismatia glauca: Rather frequent. On oligotrophic bark, especially on the

horizontal boughs of oak and willow in woods and parks. Occasionally also on heather

or on the ground on heaths and dunes, eg. Blakeney Point. Recorded from 19 squares,

27.1%
53/62,63,71,72,82,93 52/88,89,98,99 63/03,04,12,13,21,22,30,31 62/18.

* Polyblastia gelatinosa: Rare, possibly extinct. On consolidated sand between
stones and shingle.

(53/84) Scolt Head Island PWJ 1959.

* Polychidium muscicolum: Extinct. Formerly on moss on dunes.

(63/51) Hemsby Marrams DT ca 1800.

Polysporina simplex: Uncommon. On brickwork also probably overlooked on
granite.

52/69 Southery Church on granite PWL and CJH 1984, 63/01 Lyng Church on granite tombstone PWL
1984, 04 Morston Church on brick PWL and BJC 1971, 20 Yelverton Church CJBH and PC 1986,

22 Brampton Church on brick, 62/18 Burston Church PWL 1975 as var. crustosa.

Porina aenea: Rare in woodlands. On smooth bark. The records from Spixworth

suggest that it may have been more widespread and on a greater range of trees in

the past.

52/98 Shadwell Park in woodland on beech PWL 1972, 63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood on hazel

PWL 1973, (21) Spixworth on elder and maple SAM.

* Porina borreri: Extinct. Formerly on bark.

(63/21) Spixworth SAM 1940 (associated with Opegrapha vulgata).

Porina leptalea: Very rare. In damp sheltered woodland.

63/04 Cley Park Wood on rhododendron PWL and BJC 1973.

Protoblastenia rupestris: Frequent. On hard limestone especially on table tombs,

rarely on chalk pebbles at Weeting Heath. Recorded from 37 squares, 52.8%

53/40,4 1,50,60-62,64,7 1-74,83,84,90-94 62/78,79,99 63/00-02, 10- 12,20,2 1,23,40,4 1 62/08,09, 1 7-1 9,28,38.

Pseudevemia furfuracea: Occasional. Mostly on acid bark especially of oak in

parkland, pasture and open woodland usually on horizontal branches. Also on heather

and rarely on the ground eg. Sparham Pits 63/01. Also recorded on sacking and

wood. Recorded from 11 squares, 15.7%

53/62,70,83,91,93 63/01,03,(1 1),12,21 62/09.
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Psilolechia lucida: Extremely common. On vertical surfaces of acid stone and
brickwork, often dominating large areas, rare on soil under tree roots eg. Cottage

Wood Northrepps 63/24. Recorded from 67 squares, 95.7%
Not recorded from 52/59 63/50,51.

* Psoroma hypnorum: Extinct. Formerly on coastal dunes.

(63/51) Hemsby Marrams DT.

Psorotichia schaereri: Apparently very rare on shaded mortar.

63/00 Ruins of the original Kimberley Hall PWL 1984.

Pycnothelia papillaria: Very rare and probably a declining species. On damp peat

amongst heather

63/12 Cawston Heath PWL 1974, also recorded by DT in ca 1805, (1 1) Felthorpe KT 1849, (21) Mousehold

JES, Stratton Strawless DT, (50) Yarmouth DT.

Pyrenula chlorospila: Very rare. In pasture woodland on beech.

63/14 Felbrigg Great Wood FR 1970, PWL 1979.

Pyrrhospora quernea : Occasional. On the bark of beech, ash, walnut and oak.

In woodland, parkland and trees in pasture. Always sterile. Recorded from 28 squares,

40%
53/60,62,64,71,80,84,92 52/78,89,98,99 63/00-04,10,12,14,21-23,30 62/08,09,18,28,29.

Ramalina baltica = Ramalina canariensis Steiner; Occasional. In exposed sites

such as parkland and near the coast on sycamore, ash, also on walnut and poplar.

Sometimes on the north facing walls of churches near the coast. Recorded from
23 squares, 32.8%
53/64,70,82,84,92-94 52/89,98 63/02,03,10,11,13,14,22,23,33,41,42,51 62/08,19,39.

* Ramalina calicaris: Extinct

(63/12) Marsham Miss A.M. Barnard mid 19th century HBNWH, (63/20) near Norwich VCH, (21)

Stratton Strawless Woods K&W 1934, (20) Wheatfen Broad on ash SAM 1936.

Ramalina farinacea: Common. In parkland and on hedgerow trees especially

sycamore, ash and elm, less often on maple, walnut, poplar, oak, willow and lime.

(Occasionally on north walls of churches especially near the coast, rarely on wood.
Absent from areas of intensive agriculture. Recorded from 55 squares, 78.5%
53/60,62,64,70-74,80-84,90-94 52/68,78,79,89,98,99 63/00-04,10-14,22-24,30-33,40-42,51

62/08,09, 1 7- 1 9,28,29,38,39,49.

Ramalina fastigiata: Occasional. On sycamore, ash, walnut and poplar in expos-

ed situations such as parkland and near the coast. Recorded from 15 squares, 21.4%
53/60,(62),83,94 63/02,03,( 1

1 ), 1 3,22,(30),33,(4 1 ),42 62/1 9,29,39.

Ramalina fraxinea: Now very rare but once apparently common. One of the

species that has suffered most from the effects of air pollution. 19th century and
early 20th century material is luxuriant and abundantly fertile. Modern specimens
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are stunted and either sterile or only sparsely fertile. Modern records are on sycamore.
Post 1960 records are :

63/02 near Guist PWL and FR still present 1984, 11 Attlebridge on roadside tree PWL 1984, 62/08
Bressingham Gardens PWL still present 1984.

Ramalina lacera: Uncommon but locally abundant. Mostly on the north walls

of churches near the coast, rarely on trees especially elm as at Wighton.
53/73 Bircham Tofts AM, 83 Egmere Church on ruins PWL, 93 Wighton on elm PWL 1975, 63/23
Roughton Church PWL, 33 Happisburgh Church PWL, Witton Church PWL 1975, 40, 42 Horsey
Church and Waxham Church PWL, 62/19, 49 Burgh St Peter Church PWL.

+ Ramalina pollinaria: All records for this species are probably errors for R.

farinacea or R. baltica.

Ramonia chrysophaea: Very rare. On elm and oak in damp shady woodland.

63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood on nearly dead oak associated with Hypnum cupressiforme, Dimerella

diluta and Lepraria incana PWL and FR 1974 first British record, 11 Honingham Park on elm Ulmus
carpinifolia associated with Bacidia rubella and Metzgeria furcata PWL 1975.

Rhizocarpon concentricum: Rare. On marble.

62/39 Geldeston Church on tombstone PWL and PWJ 1983.

Rhizocarpon constrictum = R. richardii (Lamy ex Nyl.) Zahlbr.: Apparently

rare. On low shingle areas above high water. Not seen by me.

63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Rhizocarpon geographicum: Uncommon. Possibly more frequent than former-

ly as there are no pre 1960 records. On tile and slate roofs often covering large areas.

63/01 Lenwade on chapel PWL 1981, 11 Honingham Church PWL 1975, 14 Sheringham Park PC and

CJBH 1988, 40 Acle Church PWL, 41 Mautby Church PWL, 51 Caister Church PWL 1974.

Rhizocarpon obscuratum: Occasional on acid stone including flint and brick.

Recorded from 12 squares, 17.1%

53/64,81,84,94 63/01,04,11,12,31 62/19,39,49.

+ Rinodina conradii: The only record for this species is from Thetford Warren,

Norfolk. This locality although in the administrative county of Norfolk is vc 26,

West Suffolk. Probably once occurred on warrens in Norfolk.

Rinodina exigua: Uncommon. On elms in parkland.

53/74, 63/03, 04, (21) Spixworth SAM 1940, 62/18.

Rinodina gennarii: Fairly frequent. On limestone and occasionally brick, usually

on horizontal surfaces. Recorded from 18 squares, 25.7%

53/51,60,62,72,74,84,93 62/68,69 63/02,04,11,31,32,41 62/08,18,49.

* Rinodina roboris: Extinct. There is a specimen from Yarmouth, Norfolk in

the HbBM. However I have not been able to trace any other records which is sur-

prising as the species occurs just over the border at Sotterley Park in Suffolk.
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Rinodina teichophila: Uncommon. On acid stone work of tombs and walls.

53/71, 74 Titchwell Church, 84, 63/04.

Sarcogyna regularis: On a variety of calcareous substrates including hard

limestone, concrete and shells. Recorded from 9 squares, 12.8%
53/62,64,74,84,93,94 52/79 63/01,03.

Sarcopyrenia gibba: Only recently recognised in the county. On basic stone.

63/20 Yelverton Church on marble CJBH and PC 1986, 40 Reedham and Freethorpe Churches CJBH
and PC 1985, 62/28 Redenhall Church CJBH and PC 1986, 29 Brooke Church CJBH and PC 1986,

39 Chedgrave and Hedingham Churches CJBH 1985, 49 Thorpe and Haddiscoe Churches CJBH 1985.

Schismatomma cretaceum: Rare. On ancient oaks and elms in woodland.
53/93 Thursford Wood on oak PWL and FR 1977, 63/03 Gunthorpe Park on elm PWL 1975, 04 Hull

Wood on oak PWL and BJC 1973.

Schismatomma decolorans: Frequent. On the dry bark of sycamore, ash, walnut,

hornbeam, oak, lime and elm. In parklands, meadows and well lit woodland. Record-

ed from 46 squares, 65.7%
53/60,62,64,70-73,80-82,84,92,94 52/68,89,98,99 63/00-04, 1 0-14,20-24,30-33,40,4 1 62/08,09, 17-19,

28,38,39,49.

Scolicosporum umbrinum: Occasional. Mostly on acid stone in churchyards and
on walls in urban areas. Recorded from 10 squares, 15.7%
53/63,81,84,92 63/04,20,41 62/18,19,39,49.

Solenospora candicans: Very rare. On limestone blocks in church wall.

63/20 Eaton Church PWL 1974.

Squamarina lentigera: Rare. Confined now in Britain to the Breckland of Nor-
folk and Suffolk where it occurs in broken turf in chalk grassland.

52/78 Weeting Heath locally frequent in the southern compartment EAE 1958, PWL 1972, (88) Thet-

ford Warren which is in vc. 26. It used to occur on the sides of chalk pits on the warren; this area is

now a golf course.

(Stenocybe septata): Uncommon. On holly in oak pasture woodland.

53/93 Thursford Wood PWL, 52/98 Merton Park FR 1st record, 63/03 Swanton Movers Great Wood
PWL 1975, Pond Hills Edgefield PWL.

Stereocaulon nanodes: Locally very frequent. On brick or acid stone, mostly in

urban areas where it occurs on walls.

63/11 Hellesdon PWL 1973, 20 Norwich Bracondale PWL 1973, 21 Hellesdon PWL, 62/09, 18

Dickleburgh Church PWL.

Stereocaulon vesuvianum: (Fig. 5) Rare though locally abundant in one or two
sites. Likely to be threatened by habitat destruction in due course as it mostly oc-

curs on the corroded iron of seldom used railway track rails.

53/91 Hoe PWL 1984, 92 Gately PWL 1984, 63/01 Lyng on tombstone, 02 Whitwell PWL (site remov-

ed in 1984).
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Fig. 5 Stereocaulon vesuvianum on railway chair, Whitwell.

Strangospora moriformis: Very rare. On wood.
53/84 Scolt Head Island on decaying wood of flower tub PWJ 1961 HbBM.

Thelomma ocellatum: On wood.
63/42 Waxham Church on gate, Sea Palling on gate, both CJBH and PC 1986.

Thelotrema lepadinum: Very rare. In parkland and woodland on oak and small-

leaved lime. Considered by Rose to be an old woodland indicator.

63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood PWL 1973, on oaks in a small wood south of Hull W^ood Glandford

PWL 1973, (63/1 1) Costessey Park WJH, 13 Blickling Park on huge small-leaved lime pollards FR 1972.

Toninia aromatica: Occasional. On calcareous stone on church walls, less often

on tombstones. Recorded from 23 squares, 32.8%
53/41,51,60-62,83,84,93,94 52/69,79,99 63/01,02,04,11,22,23,31-33,41 62/18,39,49.

Toninia caeruleonigricans: Rare. On calcareous soil in broken turf.

52/78 Weeting Heath southern companment EAE 1958, PWL 1972, 88 Theford Warren near the Lodge-
in the administrative county of Norfolk but in vc 26 (West Suflblk) PWL, 89 Stanford Warren in chalkpit

PWL.

Toninia lobulata: Very rare. On calcareous soil in broken turf.

52/78 Weeting Heath southern compartment S. R. Davey 1973.
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Trapelia coarctata: Fairly frequent. On old brick, carstone, and other acid stone,

often in rather damp situations. Work needs to be done on this genus to sort out

the taxa in the county. Recorded from 17 squares, 24.2%
53/51,61,73,83,94 62/88 63/00,01,11-13,20,31 62/09,18,19,39.

Trapelia obtegens:
62/28 Redenhall on acid stone table tomb CJBH and PC 1986.

Trapelia placodioides:
63/40 Reedham Church on wall CJBH and PC 1985, 62/39 Raveningham Church on wall CJBH and
PC 1985.

Trapeliopsis granulosa: Fairly common on soil and rotting wood in heathlands

and acid woodlands. Some records on wood may refer to Trapeliopsis flexuosa. Record-

ed from 14 squares, 20%
53/62,63,91,93 52/79,99 63/04,11,12,30,41,42 62/(09).

Trapeliopsis pseudogranulosa: Apparently rare. In woodland.
63/03 Swanton Novers Great Wood on oak PWL HbNWH.

Usnea articulata: Rare. On sand over shingle at the coast, associated with

Polytrichum piliferum and at Wells with Bryoria fuscescens. A surprising addition

to the Norfolk flora, this species normally grows on trees and bushes in south west

England. It does however grow on the ground at Braunton Burrows in Devon and
the Point of Ayres in the Isle of Man. It is also known from two sites on dunes

in the Netherlands. There is an old record by Eagle from the Suffolk Breckland

at Wangford Warren. The specimen has not been traced but there is circumstantial

evidence that it may have occurred on the ground in an inland dune system.

53/84 Gun Hill Burnham Overy PWL 1981, 94 East Hills Wells PWL 1976.

+ Usnea ceratina: Two records of this species from Felthorpe and Dunston by
SAM have been redetermined as Usnea subfloridana. This species should be deleted

from the Norfolk list.

Usnea hirta: Rare. On wood and bark.

(63/11) Felthorpe on old wooden gate SAM 1936, 30 Wheatfen on willow TDVS 1966, 42 Horsey on
fence post FD 1974, (62/09) Old Buckenham on fallen ash and oak SAM 1950.

Usnea inflata = Usnea cornuta Korber: Rare on oak and willow in woodland.

On heather in heaths.

63/12 Cawston Heath on heather PWL 1974, 21 Horsford on oak PWL and BJC 1973, 1975, 23 Frogshall

Southrepps PWL and FR, 32 Barton Broad JGG 1968.

Usnea subfloridana: Fairly frequent especially near the coast. On acid bark of

oak especially, but also birch, willow and on heather. Occasional on wood and dead
marram. Sometimes still forming dense stands as at Sheringham Park and until ca

1975 at Horsford. Recorded from 22 squares, 31.4%
53/62,63,70,82,83,93 52/89 63/01,03,04,11-14,21,23,30-32,41,42 62/39,49.
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Verrucaria aquatilis: Apparently rare. So far only found on flint pebbles in one
clear stream, searched for elsewhere but not found.

52/89 Stream flowing into Stanford Water PWL and FR.

Verrucaria baldensis: Occasional. On rather hard limestone on churches and chur-

chyard monuments. Recorded from 15 squares, 21.4%
53/51,61,83,84,90,91 52/99 63/02,23,33,40 62/18,19,28,49.

Verrucaria ditmarsica: Occasional. On flints below hightide level on fringes of

saltmarsh, usually under seablite.

53/84 Scolt Head Island PWL and AF 1983, 63/04 Blakeney Point PWL and AF 1983.

Verrucaria glaucina: Fairly frequent. On limestone on churches and churchyard

monuments. Recorded from 39 squares, 55.5%
53/51,52,72-74,81-84,90,91,93,94 52/69,78,79,88,99 63/01,02,04,10,1 1,13,20,22,23,30-33,40,41

62/08,17-19,29,39.

Verrucaria hochstetteri: Common. On limestone monuments and church walls.

Recorded from 40 squares, 57.1%
53/40,41,61,64,70,72-74,82-84,90-94 52/69,78,88 63/01,03,10-13,20,23,24,30-33,42 62/09,17-19,38,39.

Verrucaria maura: Rather uncommon due to the lack of suitable habitats. A marine

intertidal species found mostly on flints including those incorporated into concrete.

53/63 Snettisham PWL, 74 Titchwell, 84 Scolt Head Island, 63/04 Blakeney Point B&B.

Verrucaria muralis: Common. On limestone monuments and church walls, also

rarely on consolidated chalky soil in Breckland. Recorded from 42 squares, 60%
53/50,51,60,61,63,64,71-74,80,83,84,90-94 52/68,69,88,89,99 63/00-02,04,1 1-13,20,23,30,33,40

62/07,09,18,19,28,29,39.

Verrucaria nigrescens: Abundant. On limestone, less often on mortar, concrete

and asbestos. Also on flints in Breck grassland. Recorded from 66 squares, 94.2%

Not recorded from 52/59,88 63/50 62/07.

Verrucaria viridula: Common. Mostly on limestone, less often on mortar, con-

crete and asbestos, f. tectorum not differentiated. Recorded from 41 squares, 58.5%

53/51,52,60,70-74,81,83,84,90-94 52/68,69,79,89,98 63/01,02,04,10-13,23,30,32,33,40,41

62/07,08,17-19,28,49. Records of f. tectorum probably refer to Verrucaria macrostoma.

Xanthoria calcicola: Common. Mostly on stone, especially limestone but also

asbestos, cement, concrete, brick, tile and rarely sandstone, generally in eutrophicated

situations. Once on elm in Xanthorion community at Wighton 53/93. More com-

mon than X. parietina on stone. Recorded from 64 squares, 91.4%

Not recorded from 53/50,80 52/59 63/24,51 62/38.

Xanthoria Candelaria: Common. On sandstone, limestone, concrete, cement, tiles

and asbestos in eutrophicated situations. Also on wood and trees especially ash and

elm, as a component of the Xanthorion Only occasionally fertile as at Foulden 53/70.
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Recorded from 63 squares, 90%
Not recorded from 53/40,41,50,52,61 52/78,98 63/51.

Xanthoria elegans: Probably locally frequent in urban areas, but rarely recorded

because of its habitat preference. On modern cement tiles and concrete. Searched

for in similar habitats in rural areas but not found except at Wroxham.
63/10 University ofEast Anglia on concrete PWL, 21 Hellesdon PWL 1974 first record, 31 Wroxham PWL.

Xanthoria parietina: Common in eutrophicated situations. On both calcareous

and acid stone, also leather, asbestos, cement, concrete, tiles etc. On stabilised shingle

at coastal sites near the high water mark. Frequent as a conspicuous member of

the Xanthorion on ash, elm, sycamore, maple etc. Especially abundant on shrubby

seablite on the coast. Recorded from 68 squares, 97%
Not recorded from 52/59 62/07

Xanthoria polycarpa: Common. In eutrophic situations on elder, less often on

elm and other tree and shrub species. Occasional on sandstone eg. at Horsford

Church. Recorded from 25 squares, 36%
53/64,7 1 ,72,82-84,92-94 63/0 1,03,04, 10- 1 2,2 1,24,30,3 1 ,40,42 62/09, 1 7,29,39.
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THE DISTRIBUTION AND STATUS OF NEWTS IN NORFOLK
John Buckley

77 Janson Road, Southampton.

Introduction

All of the three species of newt native to England have been found in Norfolk but
one of these, the palmate newt Triturus helveticus (Razoumowski), has not been
recorded with certainty in recent decades (Buckley, 1975). The great crested or warty
newt Triturus cristatus (Laurenti) and the smooth or common newt Triturus vulgaris
(Lmn.) are well within their geographical range in Norfolk and are found throughout
the county. The maps presented in this paper show the distribution of Norfolk’s
newts on a tetrad basis for the first time and it is hoped that they will act as a stimulus
for further recording. The paper also provides information for interested persons
to be able to find and identify newts within the county.

Identification and habits

European newts are tailed amphibians (urodeles) belonging to the genus Triturus.
This genus is part of the family Salamandridae to which the more terrestrial urodeles
belong. Newts have a long body and tail and four short legs for locomotion. Whilst
they superficially resemble lizards they can easily be distinguished from reptiles.
The skin of newts is naked, totally devoid of any scales which are especially clear
on a reptile s head. The small warts on the skin of the great crested newt give rise
to its other common name. In a similar way the smooth newt has a smooth skin
as does the palmate newt. Newts depend on water for breeding and although they
can range widely between breeding seasons and before maturity, they are usually
found near pools and ponds. Hibernation usually takes place on land but some in-
dividuals overwinter in the water.

In the early spring adults return to the water for the breeding season which
lasts for a few months. Distinct changes in appearance take place especially in the
males. The texture of the skin which is dry and often velvety or matt in newts liv-

ing on the land becomes more absorbent to water and appears more glossy. Colours
and markings become more distinct although to some extent smooth and palmate
newts are able to vary their colour with their background. The most dramatic change
of all occurs in the males of all species which develop growths of skin to form a
crest along the back of the body and tail and a deepening of the underside of the
tail. This development varies in size and form in each species. It develops soon after
the return to water and is absorbed almost completely after the breeding season is

over. The main function of the crest is for display in front of the female during
courtship. As a result of courtship behaviour the female takes up a spermatophore
deposited by the male and hence fertilization is internal. The eggs are laid singly
by the female usually on the leaf of a water plant or on a blade of submerged grass
which is folded around the egg. When a pond contains little or no vegetation the
egg may be stuck to sticks, dead leaves or other objects in the pool.

In due course the eggs hatch into small larvae. The form of the larvae in all

species is similar. There are three pairs of external gills and a crest above and below
the tail. The fore legs develop first and then the hind ones. Metamorphosis usually
takes place when the larvae are a few months old. Maturity is reached in two or
three years and during this period the young newts are terrestrial in their habits.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.

1989 28(3), 221-232.
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Fig. 1 Adult male great crested newt.

The general biology of these newts is described in detail in Smith (1951), Steward

(1969) and Frazer (1983).

The great crested newt is the most distinctive of the three species. It is a large

newt, males reaching a length of 140 to 150 mm (5.5 to 6 inches) and the females

slightly larger. The skin is rugose and the basic coloration is very dark brown or

black. During the breeding season the body shows a fairly large number of black

blotches dotted irregularly over the back and sides of the body and the anterior part

of the tail. The sides of the head and body are sprinkled with white markings. The
male has a white stripe running medially along each side of the tail and this is much
more noticeable during the breeding season (Fig. 1). The male develops a high dor-

sal crest which extends from the back of the head to the tip of the tail except for

a gap above the base of the tail. The crest is strongly indented over the head and
body and smoother over the tail. The belly is yellow or orange, blotched with black,

the lighter colour extending along the lower edge of the tail in females. Efts (sub

adult newts) look like small versions of the female. Newly metamorphosed efts are

50 to 60 mm long and may grow to 80 mm by their first hibernation.

The eggs of the great crested newt are larger than those of the the other two
species. They are about 2 mm in diameter and are surrounded by an oval shaped
clear jelly-like envelope about 4.5 mm long. The eggs are a yellowish white in colour.

The fully developed larvae of this newt can be distinguished by size alone (length

50 to 80 mm) from the larvae of the smooth and palmate newts (40 mm). The un-

damaged tail tapers gradually to a long filament and there are often large dark spots

on the sides of the larvae and especially on the tail (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Great crested newt larva.

The study of newt breeding sites by Cooke and Frazer (1976) shows that the

great crested newt is usually found with the smooth newt as they favour the same

sort of water chemistry but that the great crested has a preference for larger and

deeper pools (at least 300 to 550 mm). All newts favour ponds with abundant aquatic

vegetation but the great crested also seems to prefer those with a high proportion

of open water. The terrestrial habitat near the pond is also of importance. Beebee

(1977) studied the amphibians of dew ponds on part of the South Downs and found

that this newt was only found in significant numbers where more than 5 ha of scrub

were associated with suitable ponds. The types of body ofwater used by great crested

newts for breeding are large field ponds, farm yard ponds, moats, flooded chalk,

sand and gravel pits, meres, lakes and open static water tanks. Only very rarely are

garden ponds utilized (Mathias, 1975; Beebee, 1979).

The smooth newt is about 60 to 100 mm (2.5 to 4 inches) long. The skin is

smooth and outside the breeding season may look matt or slightly velvety. During

the breeding season the male acquires a high vertebral crest running from the rear

of the head almost to the tip of the tail, with a further crest along the lower edge

of the tail (Fig. 3). The upper crest has an undulating edge, unlike the jagged crest

of the the great crested newt. The hind toes of the males develop narrow fringes

of skin on their edges. The basic body coloration is brown to olive brown with dark

circular markings. The head, especially in the male, has five dark stripes, the outer

one on each side passing through the eye. The belly is yellow to orange with dark

blotches which are finer in the female. The female smooth newt is similar in ap-

pearance to the female palmate newt.
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Fig. 3 Adult male smooth newt.

The eggs of the smooth and the palmate newt are of a similar size, being about

1.5 mm in diameter within a capsule 3 mm long . Both the eggs and young larvae

of these two species are indistinguishable. The larvae grow to about 30 to 40 mm
before metamorphosis. The undamaged tail tip comes gradually to a point and does

not narrow into a filament.

Efts can be distinguished by careful examination of the vertebral stripe (Roberts,

1989). The vertebral stripe of the smooth newt eft begins high on the head and
usually ends near to or at the pelvic girdle. It is more intensely pigmented at the

anterior end and becomes weaker towards the posterior end. The stripe colour varies

from yellow to deep orange but is commonly pale orange. The vertebral stripe of

the palmate newt eft, on the other hand, starts at the base of the head or on the

neck region and usually extends beyond the pelvic girdle. It is uniformly pigmented
along its length and tends to be orange in colour

, but the shade may vary from
pale to deep orange.

A few species of newt not found in Britain breed whilst in their larval form.

Such a condition is known as neotony. Partial neotony is the term used to describe

the situation when individuals retain their larval form but their gonads fail to mature.

It has been recorded in all the British newts but it is most common in the smooth
newt. In recent years partially neotonous smooth newts have been recorded at Saxl-

ingham Nethergate and from near Cringleford.

The smooth newt is rarely found in acid waters (lower than pH 6) and they

tend to be found in metal rich water, particularly with a high calcium content. They
favour pools large enough to support abundant aquatic weed but they do not need
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Fig. 4 Adult male palmate newt.

to be as large as for the great crested newt. Unlike the great crested newt they utilize

garden ponds as well as a range of larger bodies of water.

The palmate newt is the smallest species found in the British Isles. The total

length of full grown males is about 70 mm (3 inches), and of females slightly more.

During the breeding season the male develops complete black webs between the

toes of the hind feet, a very low smooth crest and a short filament (1.0-7.0 mm)
extending from the end of an otherwise abruptly truncated tail tip. A glandular pad

running the whole of the length of the back increases in size to give a flattening

of the back and an angular edge between the back and side of the body. The general

body colour is pale olive to dark brown and the belly is pale straw to mid orange

in colour. Darker markings on the tail consist of a median stripe with a row of pro-

minent dark spots above and below it. A dark line on each side of the head runs

through the eye. The top of the head has a marbled pattern (Fig. 4).

The female palmate (Fig. 5) is very similar in appearance to the female smooth

newt but they can be distinguished by careful examination. The throat of the female

palmate is white or translucent pink and hardly ever has a single dark spot on it.

The throat of the female smooth newt, on the other hand, is rarely spotless and

has on average about 20 spots. The tail tip of the palmate may have a short dark

filament up to 1.5 mm in length but usually about 0.5 mm. The female smooth

newt never has such a filament. The belly colour of the palmate is light yellow to

mid orange and that of the smooth newt tends to be slightly darker, pale to mid

orange. There are fewer belly spots (median 12.8 range 0-48) on female palmates

than on female smooth newts (median 46.0 range 0-100),(Roberts, 1989). By using
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a combination of characteristics it is possible to determine a female newt with

reasonable certainty. In any event however it would be unsatisfactory to base a record

of palmate newts in Norfolk on the identification of a single female.

The palmate newt in Britain has been described as a montane species (Smith,

1951; Steward, 1969) but the term was being used loosely since it was known to

occur at sea level. Cooke and Ferguson (1975) examined records at the Biological

Records Centre and concluded that it would be more accurate to state that the palmate

is commoner in some upland regions and that it tends to be rare in lowland areas

of Britain. The study by Cooke and Frazer (1976) showed that palmate newts prefer

a different water chemistry to that selected by the smooth newt. Palmate newts were
regularly found in water down to pH 4 and they preferred metal-deficient water

especially water with a low potassium. The palmate newt is less common in hard

water areas of the country and the reverse is true for the smooth newt. The palmate

newt breeds in similar bodies of water to the smooth newt.

Although newts have been found active during mild spells in February and
December they are most likely to be encountered between March and October (Table

1). Probably the best months for finding them are April and May when the adults

have congregated at their breeding ponds. The three main techniques for finding

newts during the breeding season are netting, torching and trapping. Netting re-

quires the use of a strong pond net with a coarse mesh (2 to 5 mm) to catch the

animals directly. The normal procedure during survey work is to net each pond
for a fixed time in relation to its size, around the accessible parts, accumulating

animals for later identification and release. Care should be taken not to disturb the
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Table 1. The number of sightings of newts per month (data from all years 1960-1988)

excluding hibernating individuals.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Smooth newt 0 1 20 40 33 16 13 17 1 1 6 0 2

Great crested newt 009 14 12 4994000
too much and to return all the material to the pond afterwards.This technique has

the advantages of being able to be undertaken during the daytime and it allows for

the proper identification of specimens. Torching involves searching shallow clear

water with a powerful light beam during the evening or early part of the night,

visiting all accessible parts of the pond and simply recording what can be seen. This

technique is very good for finding great crested newt colonies but it can be hampered
by turbidity, dense weed, and rainy or windy conditions. It is often difficult to identify

small newts especially the females. Trapping requires the construction of traps and

two visits to each pond once in the evening to set the traps and the next morning

to inspect the catch. This method has the advantage of often being a very effective

means of obtaining specimens for positive identification. It may be the only possi-

ble method for sampling some ponds where netting and torching are impossible.

Further details about these techniques are given in the British Herpetelogical Society

booklet “Surveying for Amphibians—a practical guide”.

The great crested newt is strictly protected under the Wildlife and Countryside

Act 1981 and a licence is required for the legal handling of specimens. A licence

is needed for trapping or netting them but not for torching. An application form

for a licence can be obtained from the licensing section of the Nature Conservancy

Council.

Newts are less easy to find during their terrestrial phase but actively looking

for them can be rewarding. Searching likely areas with a torch after dusk can be

successful particularly on wet days. During the daytime newts may be found by

searching under logs, discarded fabric and other objects where moisture is likely

to be retained. It can also prove rewarding to look under debris at the bottom of

trenches and other steep sided holes where newts might fall and be unable to escape.

Records and Distribution

Records sent to the Society and others since 1960 have been copied onto edge-notched

cards for ease of storage and retrieval. The records are also held on ‘Recorder’, a

computer package for biological recording, at Norwich Castle Museum. Post 1970

records have been plotted as tetrad (2 km x 2 km) maps. There has been no systematic

attempt to survey the whole county for newts and to some extent the distribution

shown by the maps may reflect the activity of recorders. There is certainly scope

for our knowledge of the species’ distribution to be extended and updated. Doubt-

ful and unconfirmed records have been omitted from the maps together with some

where the precise locality could not be determined. Full details have been supplied

to the Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood.
The smooth newt is the more widespread of the two species known to still oc-

cur in the county but there are some 10 km squares in which it has yet to be record-

ed (Fig. 6). It is likely to be found wherever there are suitable terrestrial and aquatic

habitats.
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Fig. 6 Smooth newt. Post-1970 tetrad distribution map.

Fig. 7 Great crested newt. Post- 1970 tetrad distribution map.
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The great crested newt is found mainly in central and south east Norfolk and
it is absent from Broadland. It is found in Breckland but seems to be rare in west

and north Norfolk (Fig. 7). The lack of records from the Fens may simply reflect

a lack of observers in the region.

There are no recent records of the palmate newt in Norfolk and the same is

true for Suffolk (Jones, 1988). The 1967 record for Calthorpe Broad (Buckley, 1975)

has not been confirmed and as it was based on individuals not in breeding condi-

tion, it must be considered as questionable. On the other hand there can be no doubt

about E. A. Ellis’ records for Herringfleet in the 1920s and Burgh Castle village

on 31st May 1933. In his book on the Broads he mentions that the palmate newt
had been taken from ponds at Brumstead (Ellis, 1965). No other details are known
about these records except that in part of a manuscript dealing with amphibians

he wrote “All three species have been found in a single pond at Brunstead”

(presumably a typing error for Brumstead).

The thorough and detailed report on amphibians and reptiles in the area around

Holt by Holmes (1952) provides evidence that the palmate newt occurred in that

part of Norfolk. Again it has not been possible to confirm its continued presence.

Amphibians are very much easier to record than reptiles because in the spring

time they assemble at their breeding pools often in large numbers. Systematic at-

tempts should be made to try to fill some of the gaps in the distribution maps and

at least determine whether the great crested newt and the smooth newt can be found

in each of the county’s 10km squares. There is also the remote possibility that palmate

newts might be rediscovered in the county.

Changes in status and conservation

There can be no doubt that the great crested newt and the smooth newt have declined

in abundance since the middle of the last century when Southwell (1871) commented

upon their status. He recorded them both as common as he did the common toad

and the common frog. Southwell (in Lubbock, 1879) described them both as fre-

quent. Unfortunately most of the early references to the status of Norfolk’s newts

are very brief and not backed up by any field observations. At about this time the

palmate newt was known only from F. Norgate’s record at Sparham. It would seem

that it was always a local and rare species only having been found at a few sites

in the county. Had the palmate newt been commoner it is most likely that E. A.

Ellis would have received information in response to his Nature’s Byways article

published in 1958. Now the palmate newt must be considered to be absent from

Norfolk.

Ellis (1965) recorded the great crested newt as widely distributed in ponds and

marsh dykes bordering the valleys of Broadland. It was not known to breed in any

of the broads although it had been found in waterways closely and directly con-

nected to them. The smooth newt was described as common in ponds and ditches

throughout the district and occasionally in some of the quieter broads during the

breeding season.

Beebee (1975) conducted a questionnaire survey into the status of the great

crested newt in Britain. The nineteen correspondents in East Anglia provided inform-

ation which suggested that in this region it was most frequent and that although

the decline in status had begun before 1960, the rate of decline was becoming less.

In retrospect it could be thought that the observers were being somewhat over-

optimistic.
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Cooke and Scorgie (1983) conducted a survey of the status of the commoner
amphibians and reptiles in Britain. They used a questionnaire and asked recorders

to give the status of the various species in 1980, the change of status since 1970,

if any, and the reason for any change in status. The responses were then processed

to give indices of abundance (range 0 tol) and changes of status (range -1 to + 1)

on a regional basis. In East Anglia the great crested newt was considered to be

widespread but local and not common (index 0.47) , the smooth newt widespread

and common or abundant (index 0.90) and the palmate newt generally absent or

rare (index 0.25). The responses of the nine East Anglian recorders indicated that

all newts had decreased in abundance, the great crested (index ofchange—0.67) more
so than the palmate (index of change—0.20) or the smooth newt (index of

change—0.15). This study found evidence of a severe decline in the great crested

newt in East Anglia and therefore differs from Beebee (1975). Eighty five percent

of the reasons given for the decrease in the abundance of the great crested newt
were loss of suitable habitat. Other reasons given by recorders were pollution (5%),
increased mortality (4%), and collection (6%). The situation was worse than previous-

ly thought.

The smooth newt has not declined to such a large extent as the great crested

in England but it too will have suffered from the loss of habitat. The reasons given

for the decline of smooth newts are much the same as for great crested. Reasons
for an increase in the newts are fewer than for decreases and the essential difference

between the two species is that the smooth newt is more able to utilize garden ponds
than the great crested.

The great crested newt has probably always been less common than the smooth
newt because it is more restricted in its choice of breeding pools. The general decline

in the availability of newt breeding sites and terrestrial habitat is therefore likely

to result in the loss of the great crested newt before the smooth newt. This appears

to have happened in Broadland in the last few decades. There can be little doubt
that the change of land use of many of the former grazing marshes to arable farm-

ing has resulted in the loss of the great crested newt as well as many other interesting

species.

Elsewhere in Norfolk newt breeding sites have been lost to the sorts of changes
in farming practice described by Bull (1988). The report on Norfolk ponds by Tux-
worth, Crane and Morris (1985) was based on a study which used Ordnance Survey
maps and the NNT’s Phase 1 habitat survey. Study areas covering in total about

twenty percent of the area of the county were chosen at random and about half were
in each vice county. In about 1905 the study areas contained about 11,000 ponds
and since then there has been a 74.4 % loss of ponds. In recent years the decrease

has been most rapid. About 88% of the losses were attributable to “farming prac-

tice” which generally refers to the removal of field boundaries and the filling of

associated ponds or to the filling of old marl pits located in the centre of fields.

Urban growth accounted for 10% of the total loss. The Phase 1 habitat survey record-

ed a rather depressing picture of the remaining ponds. Most were graded as small

(87.2%), eutrophic (95.3%) and of poor nature conservation value (87.5%). The loss

of three quarters of Norfolk’s ponds this century with the most rapid loss occurring

in recent years points to a gloomy future for newts in the county.

As a result of his researches into the habitats of British amphibians, Beebee

(1981) made a number of suggestions regarding the conservation of the herpeto-

fauna. Firstly, garden ponds should be encouraged and owners induced to omit fish
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rom them since fish are major predators. Smooth newts usually colonise without
the need of assistance, and the deliberate introduction of great crested newts and
palmate newts might be considered if there are viable local ponds which can withs-
tand the loss of a few adults. (The introduction of great crested newts now requires
a licence). Secondly, local authorities should be encouraged to manage those pondsm their jurisdiction to the benefit of amphibians by keeping at least some free from
iish and waterfowl, by not cleaning them out between February and September and
y permitting the dense growth of vegetation rather than close mown grass around

at least part of the pond. Finally and most importantly, farmers should be induced
not only to refrain from the infilling of ponds but to leave around them as large
an area as possible of rough scrub or open woodland. Fencing off livestock is also

obviously successional changes which would lead to the total
shading or silting up of the pool need to be prevented in some way. Management
tailored to the needs of each pond could achieve the desired results,

unfortunately, the reliance upon the goodwill of farmers, land owners and local
authorities to protect wildlife habitats has been a conspicuous failure, and the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 which promised so much has been a disappointment.
The species protection side of conservation has been grossly overdone whilst the
protection of habitats remains weak and is all too often ineffectual. In Dorset there
is currently the ridiculous situation where sand lizards and smooth snakes are being
caught so they are not killed when their heathland habitat is destroyed to make way
for housing or another DIY superstore. Although sand lizards and smooth snakes
have been fully protected since 1981, they are now much rarer than a decade ago
because the destruction of heathland has continued unabated. Great crested newts
and smooth newts have been declining too and the only way to prevent the slide
towards rarity and local extinctions continuing is for there to be a change in the
balance of conservation laws towards habitat protection. SSSIs should be truly in-
violate not to be over-ruled by planning permissions but subject to compulsory
(government-funded) management regimes. Land owners and farmers need to have
real financial incentives to retain countryside features important to our wildlife. Never
has it been more important for the government to introduce stronger legislation
to protect wildlife habitats in the countryside.
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THE RAFT SPIDER DOLOMEDES FIMBRIATUS - NEW TO NORFOLK
Lance and Stephanie Steward

8 Gayton Road, Grimston, King’s Lynn, Norfolk.

The raft spider Dolomedes fimbriatus (Clerck) was first discovered at Roydon Com-
mon in January 1988 by Jonathan Hall during management work being undertaken

by the West Norfolk Conservation Volunteers and the Norfolk Naturalists Trust.

An adult or sub-adult spider was found together with a number of small spiders

presumed to be young, when a tussock of rush was cleared from a well-vegetated

pond close to the south-west corner of the reserve. It is thought that the spiders

were disturbed from hibernation in the tussock. Subsequent searches by various

people failed to relocate the spider.

As Honorary Wardens of the Common, we had been searching for the spider

for some months when we finally found an adult, with a white-striped abdomen,

early in June 1988. A second spider was photographed in the Sphagnum-fiWtd ditch,

which is a breeding locality for the dragonfly Sympetrum danae (Sulzer) and rich

in other bog fauna. Another spider was found immediately afterwards walking rapidly

through the heather a few yards from the ditch.

Between June and October 1988 we found a number of spiders at various places

along the ditch, particularly in the area between the carr into which it drains and

the point where the ditch forks (TF686219). Half-grown spiders were found in bog

myrtle up to two feet above the water, whereas large specimens were discovered on

the water, sometimes in the open, sometimes on wet Sphagnum (Fig. 1) and more

frequently partly hidden at the base of the bog myrtle. If disturbed, those at the edge

of the ditch would hide beneath the water. None of the spiders found in the summer

had the white abdominal stripes or long, pale legs of the first, June specimens. A
shed skin was found close to a set of dragonfly wings and another freshly-moulted

spider was found on the water. Spiders were difficult to find in early summer. At

any one time we found up to ten spiders of various sizes on the ditch and associated

bog pools, but cursory searches found none elsewhere on the Common.
In October 1988 we secured a nearly full-grown male and female which we kept

in separate tanks with water and bog myrtle. The female was kept in an outside

shed and was inactive most of the time, resting with legs fore and aft on a ledge

at the top of the tank. The male was kept indoors and fed on flies, mosquitoes and

other spiders. He shed his skin and was taken to Norwich Castle Museum where

Tony Irwin was able to confirm that the spider was Dolomedes fimbriatus.

The female was able to survive a sharp frost, beneath the ice in the tank.

However, she was brought indoors and kept with the male for a month. Both spiders

became quite tame when kept indoors, but when left alone in the shed they were

more wary, sometimes going underwater when approached. The male once did this

when we passed outside the shed window. We thought that this shy behaviour might

account for some under-recording in the wild. In captivity, the male was photograph-

ed underwater and seen to use his silk in the same way as above water (Fig. 2).

Both sexes maintained contact with the glass by means of the silk, which resulted

in a gradual accumulation of threads around the top of the tank, where they spent

most of the time.

The spiders spent a lot of time close together, but on one occasion the male

was disturbed and fell onto the female, who swiftly attacked him. Whether as a result

of this attack or merely from old age, the male died a few days later. The female
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Fig. 1 Dolomedes fimbriatus female, Roydon Common, June 1988.

Fig. 2 Dolomedes fimbriatus male under water.
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was seen one afternoon to drink a vast quantity of water. Her abdomen swelled to
about twice its usual volume and during the night she shed her skin. When given
a mealworm she seemed to stun it immediately, but after an hour or so the mealworm
recovered. The spider maintained her grasp with her fangs, repositioning the
mealworm once, for two days, at the end of which she had sucked it dry.

In March 1989 the female was still in captivity, in the shed, being fed on flies
from time to time. She became more active in that month, spending more time at
the water’s edge in the last week. Her legs were still rather shorter, stouter and
darker than those of the adult photographed the previous June and her abdominal
stripes were yellow. We therefore assumed that she had one more skin moult to
undergo. However, a month previously she had spun a small tent, about one cen-
timetre high, in the bog myrtle. We have so far been unable to find an adult male
to replace the one lost in the winter but hope to find a mate and observe breeding
behaviour which we have not yet seen in the wild. A thorough search over many
days last summer failed to reveal any of the tents recorded in Bristowe (1958), and
by P.R. Clarke from the Dolomedes plantarius (Clerck) site at Redgrave (Clarke, pers.
comm.).

We can only speculate as to the origin of this apparently isolated population
at Roydon, but Dolomedes fimbriatus was stated to be “common in the fens of Cam-
bridgeshire” in Staveley (1866). Since the spider has gone unrecorded at Roydon
despite a keen scientific interest in the site for at least thirty years, we consider it

possible that a careful search of suitable habitat will reveal other colonies in West
Norfolk.
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Plant Notes For 1988 — It is perhaps unusual to start with the best records
first, instead of building up to them slowly, but, to tell the truth, if new county
records are the best then there is no cause for excitement! There are two new coun-
ty records this year, both from the east of the county, and both alien aquatics which
naturalise and spread quite rapidly so the Broads will soon be awash with least

duckweed Lemna minuscula first found by Fred Rumsey with a party from Shef-
field University led by Bryan Wheeler in July on the east side of Barton Broad.
The second V.C. record followed within a month when Tim Rich came over from
Monks Wood to do some Monitoring Scheme square-bashing at Woodbastwick.

Meanwhile, our own Ernest Daniels, foraging along the environs of the Yare
at Whitlingham between the above two dates, discovered Crassula helmsii in a dyke.
In the west of the county, another stalwart, Dorothy Maxey, discovered a second
Norfolk site near her home at Shipdham, for the Dutch rush Equisetum hyemale.
It is pleasing to record that rare arable weeds still continue to crop up at frequent
intervals, widely scattered about the county. HW at Pentney found corn wound-
wort Stachys arvensis, dwarf spurge Euphorbia exigua and pointed leaved fluellen

Kickxia elatine in one field, and later showed me another—a sugar beet field with
a plant list of well over 70 species, including the shrubby plants in the hedgerow.
More importantly though, two of the commoner weeds in that field were venus
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looking glass Legousia hybrida and night flowering catchfly Silene noctiflora. GB
reports small cornsalad Valerianella dentata, Kickxia elatine and the round prickly-

headed poppy Papaver hybridum in the unsprayed margin of a barley field at

Ringstead, while the long prickly-headed poppy Papaver argemone was found by
her in a similar situation at South Creake. One last arable weed which has not featured

in our records for some years is shepherd’s needle Scandix pecten-veneris discovered

in 1988 by SP at Woodton. I wonder if an area of newly disturbed and shingled

over ground at the edge of a new churchyard at Lammas would count as an arable

situation? RML records pepperwort Lepidium campestre as being abundant there.

From the transient, to the permanent—one would hope that they are perma-

nent, now that the call for every acre possible to be drained has been dropped. En-

vironmentally Sensitive Areas have been set up and the next best thing to a National

Park created in Broadland. GB recorded bog pimpernel Anagallis tenella at a number
of sites during the BSBI Monitoring scheme in West Norfolk, and ALB found some
while being shown some interesting meadows at Yaxham. Deadly nightshade Atropa

belladonna has long been known as a native plant of chalky woodland in damp situa-

tions, so perhaps Richard Tofts’ discovery of it growing with an excellent chalk

flora on the banks of the New Cut at Feltwell is not really surprising, bearing in

mind, of course, that it is much less plentiful than it used to be. A party from Thet-

ford out square-bashing at Ickburgh found hundreds of plants of tower mustard
Turritis glabra another plant formerly quite widespread which I personally haven’t

seen for years. Perhaps the botanists in East Norfolk will have to join GB and her

henchpersons in their efforts to plot a new county flora on a tetrad basis. She gives

two examples from Petch & Swann (1968):- basil xhymt Acinos arvensis “Common,
dry places, equally on chalk and sand”. She says that a year’s recording in the west

of the county almost confines it to the Breck with only six records in all. Catmint
Nepeta cataria “Frequent on roadsides”. The West Norfolk recorders have only

found two colonies, one of which consisted of one plant. SP also records catmint

at Holkham/Wells, 1987 and in TF6840.
Wood spurge Euphorbia amygdaloides is another declining plant, and it is en-

couraging to hear from RML that is is common on a roadside verge at Tunstead.

The record has been passed on to the Research Committee.
Orchids always arouse interest as soon as they are mentioned, and a nice few

records have come in this year. HW has hundreds of Dactylorhiza orchids at Pent-

ney, and she also has some numbers of pyramidal orchids Anacamptis pyramidalis.

RML also reports the latter, to the tune of over 450 on dunes to the east of Gun
Hill, Overy Staithe, where he also found as many as 200 scattered bee orchids Ophrys

apifera.

SP sends in site records of no fewer than eight species of orchid, which include

both the aforementioned, including yet another site near south Norwich for the green-

flowered helleborine Epipactis phyllanthes.

A plant, which reappeared in 1988 after being listed in the Flora of Norfolk
as “extinct” is the common clubmoss Lycopodium clavatum. This was last seen in

about 1903 in the Sheringham area. In 1988, David Mower again found it in the

Sheringham area. One wonders if it had been there all the time! It would seem possi-

ble, as even the most frequently visited sites still turn up the unexpected. It is pro-

bable that some plants, being small and insignificant are just not seen. Take adder’s

tongue Ophioglossum vulgatum as an example. This is a plant of damp grassland

bordering onto fen in the sites where I have seen it. SP records it from Woodbastwick,
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though he didn’t specify the habitat, HW & GB found it in alder carr at Pentney
and GB also found it growing in reedbeds at How Hill!

Continuing thoughts on a new Flora—we in the east haven’t made up our minds
yet though we probably shall have by the time this appears—but GB would like

all botanists visiting or living in West Norfolk to get in touch with her and send

her plant lists. She has about 750 tetrads (so have wei), so, at this stage at least,

the chances of duplicating anybody else’s efforts are slim.

An alternative way of doing things might be to concentrate on sites rather than

lines on a grid, which can, in the finished product be positively misleading. As an

exaggerated example, recording in small squares such as a tetrad, it is possible for

a ten acre field containing one unique plant, to be in four different tetrads—this

would show as four squares on a map instead of one and make the plant appear

much more frequent than it really is. At the same time, it is important to monitor

changes in the plant life of this county much more intensively than has been done

before.

What is happening for instance at Holt Lowes? Part of the area is kept open

by walkers from the country park nearby, but how many of the choice species former-

ly found there have been squeezed out by shading from the over abundant silver

birch? RML tells us that wood horsetail Equisetum sylvaticum is still abundant there.

I wonder how many of the species can still be found, that are included in a list

of the plants of Holt Lowes sent me by Tony Leech of Gresham’s School, the list

having been made by a predecessor of his, P. H. Simon, in 1952? Admittedly the

list includes Lascelle’s Wood and Lascelle’s meadow, both of which are now con-

iferised and part of the Country Park. The list is approaching 350 in total and in-

cludes, for instance, the marsh St. John’s wort Hypericum elodes, needle whin Genista

anglica, lesser skull cap Scutellaria minor, grass of Parnassus Parnassia palustris

sundews Drosera spp., wood cudweed Gnaphalium sylvaticum and no fewer than

1 5 species of orchid. Admittedly several of these were on the old racecourse (Lascelle’s

Meadow and Wood) and some at least still persist there, with the county’s only

colony of autumn ladies tresses Spiranthes spiralis numbering hundreds on one of

the lawns at Gresham’s School itself!

If we in the east do decide on a cohesive form of action, which would probably

last until the year 2,000, we will let you know, so keep an eye on Natterjack for

interim announcements.
Nomenclature in these notes follows Clapham, Tutin and Warburg (1985).

GB, Mrs G. Beckett; ALB, A.L. Bull; RML, R.M. Leaney; SP, S. Plant; HW,
Mrs H. Williamson.

V.C. Recorders:- Mrs G. Beckett, Bramley Cottage ,
Stanhoe, Kings Lynn, PE31

8QF (West)

Alec Bull, Hillcrest, East Tuddenham, Dereham, NR20 3JJ (East)

Clapham, A. R., Tutin, T. G., & Warburg, E. F. 1985 Excursion Flora of the British Isles Cambridge:

Fetch, C. P. & Swann, E. L. 1968 Flora of Norfolk. Norwich: Jarrold.

A. L. Bull, Hillcrest, East Tuddenham, Dereham, NR20 3JJ
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RECENT BRYOPHYTE RECORDS (1985-1988), INCLUDING
FIVE SPECIES NEW TO NORFOLK

R. Stevenson

1 1 1 Wootton Road, King’s Lynn.

Anomodon viticulosus (Hedw.) Hook. & Tayl. TF71 W. Acre, 1987 RS; TF81 Castle

Acre Common, 1987 RS.
Barbilophozia floerkei (Web. & Mohr.) Loeske TF61 S. Wootton Common, 1986

RPL, new to Norfolk.

Barbula trifaria (Hedw.) Mitt. TF61 E. Winch, 1986 RS.
Bartramia pomiformis Hedw. TG03 Holt Country Park, 1986 RS.
Blasia pusilla L. TG13 Corpusty, MAB; TF61 W. Briggs, 1987 RS.
Brachythecium mildeanum (Schimp) Milde. TG30 Langley, 1988 DB, new to VC 27.

Bryum radiculosum Brid. TF71 Marham, 1986 RS.
Cryphaea heteromalla (Hedw.) Mohr. TF82 W. Raynham, 1986 RS.
Dicranum tauricum Sapehin. TF82 Helhoughton Common, 1988 RS, new to Norfolk.

Eucladium verticillatum (Brid.) Br. Eur. TF81 Castle Acre, 1986 RS.
Eurhynchium pumilum (Wils.) Schimp. TF61 King’s Lynn, 1986 RS.
Eissidens exilis Hedw. TF82, S. Raynham, 1985 RS & RPL.
Eontinalis antipyretica var gigantea (Sull.) Sull. TF60 Stow Bardolph, 1986 CJL.
Eossombronia foveolata Lindb. TF62 Sugar Fen, 1988 RS, new to VC 28.

Jungermannia gracillima Sm. TF62 Roydon Common, 1988 RS, new to VC 28;

TG13 Corpusty, 1986 MAB.
Leptobarbula berica (De Not.) Schimp. TF61 Com Exchange King’s Lynn, 1967

JGD, new to Norfolk. (This was originally recorded as Gyroweisia tenuis. Its true

identity was discovered by RPL, and confirmed by HLKW).
Lophozia bicrenata (Schmid, ex Hoffm.) Dum. TGI 3 Corpusty, 1986 MAB.
Lophozia excisa (Dicks.) Dum. TF61 Bawsey, 1985 RS.
Orthotrichum pulchellum Brunton. TF82 S. Raynham, 1985 RS & RPL.
Pellia neesiana (Gott.) Limpr. TG03, Holt Lowes, 1986 MFVC, new to Norfolk.

Plagiothecium latebricola Br. Eur. TG31 S. Walsham Fen, 1987 RS.
Racomitrium elongatum Frisvoll. TL78 Weeting Heath, 1986 HLKW & MOH, new
to Norfolk.

Rhynchostegiella tenella (Dicks.) Limpr. TF92 N. Elmham, 1986 RS; TF82 W.
Rudham, 1987 RS.
Scapania irrigua (Nees) Nees. TF62, Sugar Fen, 1987 RS.
Tortula latifolia Hartm. TF50, Denver Sluice, 1987 RS.

DB D. Boyce; MAB M.A. Brewster; MFVC M. F. V. Corley; JGD J. G. Duckett;

MOH M. O. Hill; CJL C. J. Lowe; RPL R. P. Libbey; RS R. Stevenson; HLKW
H. L. K. Whitehouse.
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RECENT MYRIAPOD RECORDS FROM NORFOLK
R.E. Jones

• The Lynn Museum, Old Market Street, King’s Lynn

Centipedes

A single specimen of the tiny species Brachyschendyla dentata Brolemann & Ribaut

was collected from the soil of a disused chalk pit at Appleton in West Norfolk on

1 1 March 1989. The pit is used for the dumping of garden and other rubbish. This

is the first vice-county record of this seldom collected species. It occurred in com-

pany with Haplophilus subterraneus (Shaw) and Geophilus insculptus Attems.

A second specimen of this same species was collected by the author and J. G.

Goldsmith from the churchyard at Bixley (TG258049) on 16 March 1989. It occur-

red in company with Geophilus electricus (Linn.) and Necrophleophagus flavus (De

Geer). The only previous records for Norfolk were from a garden in Norwich (Jones,

1986).

Millipedes

At the Appleton site mentioned above, and on the same date, Nopoiulus kochii (Ger-

vais) was collected. This species, only recently proved to occur in Britain (Blower,

1985), has now been recorded from the Manchester area. South West Wales and

Reading. This is the first county record. In appearence it resembles Blaniulus

guttulatus (Fabricius), the common snake millipede with which it was found but

the stink glands are somewhat darker red and it posesses an irregular row of ocelli

which the latter lacks.

In 1988 a single female Leptoiulus belgicus (Latzel) was collected from the same

pit (Jones, 1988). On this occasion two more females and a male were collected pro-

ving that this West Country species is established at this site. It was associated with

large numbers of Cylindroiulus britannicus (VerhoefT) with which it was easily con-

fused. The characteristic creamy-yellow dorsal line of L. belgicus is not prominent

in the field and only becomes so after the specimen has been preserved in alcohol

for a few hours.

Another record of note was the collecting ofBrachychaeteuma bradeae (Brolemann

& Brade-Birks) from Buckenham Tofts in the Stanford Training Area (TL894923)

on 4 March 1989. A female Brachychaeteuma collected from Bixley on the above

date was most probably also of this species.

All records are by the author unless otherwise stated.
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SCORPION FLIES (MECOPTERA)
K.C. Durrant

18 The Avenue, Sheringham, NR26 8DG

1 I

Fig. 1 Mecoptera. Upper — Panorpa communis male.

Lower — Boreus hyemalis male. Scale line = 10mm

The scorpion flies are members of a very ancient order of insects whose remains

have been discovered in fossil form from the Carboniferous period 250 million years

ago. Only four species are to be found in Great Britain. They are all characterised

by the very long head produced downwards to form a strong beak (Fraser, 1959).

Three species belong to the family Panorpidae, each of which have four very

similar long spotted wings (Fig. 1) and are responsible for the vernacular name of

scorpion flies because the males carry the terminal segment of the abdomen curved
over their backs in a similar way to scorpions, but unlike them they are harmless.

In fact they are scavengers and feed upon dead or injured insects and soft fruits

such as blackberries, they are frequently found in nettle beds and bramble thickets.

All three species are fairly common, and in late July can often be found together

in the same habitat. When disturbed they make a very short evasive flight to disap-

pear behind the nearest cover. Panorpa communis L. is slightly larger than the other

two and also exhibits slightly darker patterned wings, but as these patterns are very
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Figs. 2-4 Genitalia of male Panorpa.

2 P. communis L. 3 P. germanica L. 4 P. cognata Ram.

variable within the species the only reliable identification aid is in the pattern of

the appendages of the last abdominal segment of the males. (See Figs 2-4)

There is only one representative of the family Boreidae — Boreus hyemalis L.

— a small wingless insect only 5 mm in length. In place of wings the female has

a pair of small scales, whilst the male exhibits two pairs of bristle like vestiges but

no turned up tail (Fig. 1). They have been given the name of snow fleas because

of their habit of running and hopping over the snow covering their moss habitat

in mid winter (Withycombe, 1922).

The first British record was made from Costessey by Dr W. E. Leach before

1826, (Edwards, 1901) but although they are fairly well distributed over the coun-

try they have not been rediscovered in Norfolk since that occasion.
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AN ELUSIVE PIPUNCULID FLY TRAPPED IN NORWICH
S. V. Green

School of Biological Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich.

The Pipunculidae is a family of tiny flies, remarkable for having relatively huge

compound eyes, and for their exquisite aerial prowess. Nephrocerus flavicornis (Zet-

terstedt), an unusually large pipunculid, is currently attracting interest amongst

dipterists (Stubbs, 1989). At flrst glance it resembles one of the Baccha species of

hoverfly, with a slender yellow-marked abdomen and large globular head, but its

wing venation distinguishes this species as a pipunculid (Fig. 1).

During July 1988, a female N. flavicornis was taken in a water trap at the
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Fig. 1 Female Nephrocerus flavicornis

Biological Sciences conservation area of the University of East Anglia, Norwich.
This is the northern-most British record for this species (A. E. Stubbs, pers. comm.),

and only the second to be taken in Norfolk, following a specimen taken by I.F.G.

McLean in Wayland Wood in 1976.

The status and ecology of N. flavicornis remain uncertain. It has always been
considered a rarity (Verrall, 1901; Colyer & Hammond, 1951; Coe, 1966), although

its scarcity may be accentuated by a relatively short adult flight period (Laurence,

1952). Like all other pipunculids, N. flavicornis is presumed to be a parasitoid, the

larva developing inside the body of a homopteran bug. The host’s identity in this

case is unknown. An association with oak woodland suggests a large oak-dwelling

homopteran as host, such as Ledra aurita (Linn.), lassus lanio (Linn.) or Centrotus

cornutus (Linn.).

These three species are known historically from Norfolk (Edwards, 1878, 1884),

but there are few recent records (A. G. Irwin, pers. comm.). Confirmation of the

host will require rearing out the fly from a parasitized bug — not an easy task!
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A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE SUB-LITTORAL CHALK REEFS
OF NORTH NORFOLK

C. L. J. Frid

School of Biological Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich

Introduction

The marine fauna of Norfolk is poorly described, most descriptions being of inter-

tidal forms, supplemented by occasional records from fishermen and divers (Ha-

mond, 1961,1963,1966). Most of the coast is composed of soft sediment

environments, but at West Runton the mid and lower shore are composed of a wave
cut chalk platform with overlying flint boulders. This chalk exposure extends off-

shore as a sub-littoral reef system. The region supports the famous ’Cromer crab’

fishery. It also receives the output from a number of sewage outfalls.

In 1982 the south-eastern branch of the Underwater Conservation Society in-

itiated a survey of the sub-tidal habitats of Sussex. This survey highlighted our poor

knowledge of the ecology of marine chalk substrata. The initial survey was extend-

ed into a detailed survey of the chalk reefs of south-east Britain (Wood, 1984; Wood
& Jones, 1986; C. Wood, unpub.), and the advent of the Channel Tunnel scheme
made an assessment of the conservation value of these reefs imperative (Wood, 1989).

Such an assessment could only be made if the national importance of the Sussex

reefs was known. A survey of other chalk reefs was therefore initiated by the Nature

Conservancy Council (e.g. Frid, 1987). The present study was designed as an in-

itial survey of the Norfolk chalk reef system, to complement the data gathered by

other surveys initiated by the Marine Conservation Society and the Nature Conser-

vancy Council.

The reef system was surveyed by SCUBA divers, from the University of East

Anglia Sub-Aqua Club. Observations were recorded on ’slates’ in situ. Organisms

were identified to the lowest taxon possible. A full species list is presented (Table

1) and median abundance values are calculated for the most commonly occurring

species (Table 2).

Surveys were carried out at (i) Sheringham (52°57.2'N 1° 12.6'E, TGI 50438) (31

July 1987), (ii) east ofWest Runton (52°57.0'N 1°14.3'E, TG180430) (16,17 August

1987) and (iii) west of West Runton (52°56.7'N 1°15.3'E, TG185430) (16 August

1987, 13 September 1987). All surveys were between 1.8 and 2.7 km offshore. Ad-

ditional planned dives at East Runton and Cromer were aborted due to bad weather.

Results

The region surveyed is exposed in winter to the full force of gales approaching from

within the arc subtended by the north-west and due east. Tidal currents, which

tend to move parallel to the shore, reach 2.5 knots (1.25 m s’^). The bottom varied

from well defined chalk gullies, running approximately NW-SE, at the eastern sites

to poorly defined gullies or a chalk platform at the more western sites. Throughout

the survey area the bottom was littered with flint boulders ranging in size from 0.3

to 1.3m in diameter.

A wide range of species was recorded at all three sites (Table 1), the community

being dominated by sessile filter feeders. The communities on the chalk platform

Present address: Field Studies Council Research Centre, Fort Popton, Angle, Pembroke, Dyfed
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Table 1. Species recorded on the

Algae: Rhodophyceae
Dilsea carnosa (Schmidel) Kuntze.
Lithophyllum incrustans Philippi.

Porifera

? Haliclona oculata Pallas.

Cliona celata Grant.

Halichondria panicea Pallas.

Hymeniacidon spp.

Myxilla spp.

Suberites domuncula Olivi.

Coelenterata: Actinaria

Actinia equina L.

Actinothoe sphyrodeta Gosse.

Metridium senile L.

Sagartia elegans Dalyell.

Sargartiogeton undata Muller.

Urticina felina L.

Hydrozoa
Eudendrium spp.

Nemertesia spp.

Tubularia indivisa L.

Annelida
Arenicola marina L.

Harmothoe impar Johnston.

Lanice conchilega Pallas.

Pomatoceros triqueter L.

Mollusca: Gastropoda
Gibbula cineraria L.

Archidoris pseudoargus Rapp.
Coryphella pedata Montagu.

North Norfolk chalk reefs.

Mollusca: Lamellibranchia

Zirfaea crispata L.

Arthropoda: Crustacea.

Balanus spp.

Cancer pagurus L.

Carcinus maenas L.

Eupagurus bernhardus L.

Galathea dispersa Bate.

Homarus gammarus L.

Hyas araneus L.

Macropodia spp.

Palaemon spp.

Bryozoa
Electra pilosa L.

Elustra foliacea L.

Echinodermata
Asterias rubens L.

Ophiothrix fragilis Abildgaard.

Chordata: Urochordata
Clavelina lepadiformis Muller.

Chordata: Vertebrata.

Blennius pholis L.

Pholis gunnelus L.

Pleuronectes platessa L.

and the top of the gulleys were comparable, while the sides and bottom of the gullies

tended to be poorer in species. Even on calm days a considerable surge was felt

in the gullies and this is probably responsible for the observed pattern. The lobster

Homarus gammarus was associated with holes and crevices in the side of the gullies,

as were large edible crabs. Cancer pagurus. Numerous small Cancer (less than 1 50

mm carapace width) were mobile over the chalk or under the flints.

The solitary hydroid Tubularia indivisa tended to occur as groups of about 6

individuals and was only found on the wave cut platform and the tops of the gullies.

Tubularia colonies were occasionally overgrown by yellow sponge. This sponge,

which resembled Haliclona oculata, was the dominant sessile form. The boring

sponge, Cliona celata, was found boring into the chalk throughout the survey area.

The boring bivalve Zirfaea crispata (the oval piddock) was only seen alive on the

chalk platform to the west of West Runton although the remains of its shells were
widespread. Plumose anemones, Metridium senile, were recorded at 7m, a single white

individual ocurring on a flint boulder lying in the bottom of a gulley, while a number
of clumps of the orange form were observed on the sides of a gulley. The sea slug

Archidoris pseudoargus (sea lemon) was moderately common, up to 7 being
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Table 2. Median abundance of the 9 most common species on North Norfolk chalk

reefs.

Species Median abundance Comments

PHaliclona oculata 45% cover Yellow form
Cliona celata 20% cover Boring form
Lithophyllum incrustans 20% cover

Halichondria panicea 10% cover

Cancer pagurus 3.5 m'2 Mainly juveniles

Asterias rubens 3 m’^

Eupagurus bernhardus 3 m-2 Juveniles

Galathea spp. 3 m'^

Nentertesia spp. 1 m'^

Tubularia indivisia 0.25 colonies m'^ avge 5 polyps/col.

encountered on a 15 minute dive, all the individuals seen were of the dark red/pur-

ple form (var. flammea Alder & Hancock).

The community showed a high degree of heterogeneity, and although some
species, especially the sponges, were common locally there was always vacant space

present. Macroalgae other than encrusting rhodophytes were rare in spite of the

shallow depth (less than 6 m below Chart Datum). This was probably due to both

low light penetration, because of turbidity, and scour by wave action.

Discussion

The communities observed on the chalk reefs of Norfolk seem similar to those

described for Sussex (Wood, 1986), but are poorer in species. This could be the

result of the less complete survey of the Norfolk reefs, or a reflection of their loca-

tion. The isolation of the Norfolk reefs from possible sources of colonists may limit

poor dispersers. The environmental differences between the English Channel and

the North Sea may also limit species which reach the edge of their distribution on

the south coast.

The composition and form of this community may be attributable to physical

disturbance. The flint boulders which are common throughout the region would

be moved by storm waves, causing abrasion of the organisms both growing on them

and on the bedrock nearby. Scour by waterborne particles, especially within the

gullies, and direct stresses imposed by the passing waves will introduce further pat-

chiness into the community. It therefore seems likely that a considerable annual

turnover of individuals occurs.

This study area represents the only major sub-littoral reef system in the county

and its integrity should be safeguarded. The community resists severe, natural,

physical disturbance annually. Disruption to small areas of the community are like-

ly to be short term in their effects. The possible damage to the community from

increased sediment loads produced by coastal construction projects would be lessened

if such work were carried out in the autumn and winter. Stable hard substrata, such

as pipelines and gas production platforms, will tend to accumulate a different fauna

to the chalk reefs because of their greater physical stability.
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1988 WEATHER SUMMARY
N.W.K Brooks

79 The Street, Old Costessey, Norfolk.

January — A mild, mobile, ‘westerly’ month with frequent strong winds and
moderate rainfalls, and only 7 dry days. Almost all of Norfolk had rainfall totals

in excess of 100 mm. It was the wettest January since 1939, and in a few localities

the wettest since 1922. A sudden snowfall on the 22nd covered the ground in places

to a depth of 8 cm. The maximum temperature of 3.0°C on this date was the year’s

lowest.

February — The mildest since 1980 and the sunniest since 1949. Rainfall close

to normal. Slight snow observed on 8 days.

March — In contrast to February, was very dull, the dullest since 1983. Rainfall

was excessive, with only 5 dry days, and virtually the whole of Norfolk recording

double the average monthly total. The fourth month in succession with a mean
temperature above normal. The aurora borealis was observed on the evening of the

26th with rays of yellow-green, sometimes blue and pink light radiating to an eleva-

tion of about 60°.

April — A return to rather colder conditions with as many as 15 days experiencing

winds between north and east. Rainfall distribution was very variable with much
of west, north and central Norfolk notably dry, whilst eastern and south eastern

areas were wet.

May — The warmest since 1976, (although in some parts of the county it was the

warmest since 1970). The warmth was due more to sustained, rather warm days

and nights, there being an absence of any really hot days, indeed 21°C was reached

on only two days. No air frost was recorded. Rainfall was close to normal.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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June — Although dry in much of Norfolk, it was a disappointing month with a

marked deficit of sunshine, and only four days reaching a temperature of 21°C.

With a preponderance of winds from the north east there were frequent dull, cool

and misty days when the sun failed, even inland, to ‘burn ofF the North Sea stratus.

July — Very dull, wet, and cool, with almost the whole of Norfolk recordirig dou-

ble the normal July rainfall total. (Seaming had the dubious honour of being the

wettest locality, with a monthly total of 151.1 mm.) It was the wettest July in most

of the county since 1946, and rain was recorded on as many as 24 days. 38.1 mm
was recorded on the 21st. The highest temperature was a mere 23.1°C on the 1st.

It was the coolest July since 1980. The temperature never fell below 17.PC on

the 22nd, the warmest night of the year. Thunder occurred on 9 days.

August — Temperatures were close to normal, with 16 days experiencing a max-

imum temperature above 2 PC, and 4 exceeding a hot 25°C. The 18th with a max-

imum of 26.6°C was the hottest day of the year. It was a dry month, and would

have been exceedingly dry had not the final day produced rainfall totals between

14-25 mm over most of Norfolk. The 31st was also thundery, and small tornadoes

were reported seen from Watton, East Barsham, and Hunstanton.

September — A cool and dry month, although a small area of central Norfolk ex-

perienced heavy thundery rain on the 28th, with 32.3 mm recorded at Wymon-

dham, and 40 mm at Besthorpe. Sunshine was rather below normal, and the first

ground frost of autumn was recorded on the 30th.

October — A dry and quiet month with frequent morning fogs. A sudden elec-

trical storm early in the evening of the 12th was quite dramatic, with some spec-

tacular lightning, the most noteworthy of the year.

November — A generally anticyclonic month, the driest November since 1978,

and much sunnier than usual, but cold, with as many as 14 air frosts and 21 ground

frosts. Snow fell on 3 days and lay on one. The early morning of the 5th provided

perhaps the most unusual feature, weatherwise, of the whole year. The screen

minimum of -6.2°C, and the grass minimum of-8.3°C was the lowest temperature

recorded throughout the year! It is likely that the year’s minimum temperature be-

ing recorded in very early autumn happens perhaps once every 100 years.

December — Provided the seldom experienced combination of winter warmth and

dryness. In some parts of Norfolk it was the driest December since 1933, with Snet-

tisham recording a mere 12.2 mm. There was a total absence of cold weather, and

by the month’s end plants were responding to the onset of warmth after the cold

of November. A sudden cloud clearance on the late evening of the 13th allowed

a good view of the spectacular Geminid meteor shower, eight flaring meteors being

observed during a ten minute period.

The Year — With a mean temperature of 9.8°C, 1988 was the warmest year since

1983. The very wet January, March, and July were nearly compensated by the dry

autumn and early winter. Gales were notably infrequent, being recorded on only

3 days. Less sunshine than usual was experienced.
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1988 WEATHER

MEAN
TEMPERATURE NO. OF AIR AND GROUND SUNSHINE

°c FROSTS HOURS

1988 Avg. 1988 Avg. 1988 Avg.

Jan. 5.3 3.5 7/15 11/19 53.2 51.2

Feb. 4.7 3.2 9/23 12/18 115.7 66.8

March 6.0 5.3 7/15 7/17 93.5 100.6

April 7.9 7.3 7/11 4/14 136.2 154.2

May 12.1 10.9 0/4 1/6 196.7 193.5

June 13.9 14.0 0/1 rare 144.5 202.6

July 15.7 16.0 — very rare 157.6 193.9

August 16.2 16.2 — very rare 210.7 186.7

Sept. 13.6 13.9 0/1 rare/1 131.4 149.8

Oct. 10.5 10.4 4/6 1/6 99.4 109.1

Nov. 5.1 6.5 14/21 5/12 93.0 67.6

Dec. 6.3 4.2 3/14 9/17 55.1 50.5

Year 9.8 9.3 51/111 49/109 1487.0 1526.5

RAINFALL DAYS WITH DAYS WITH
mm SNOW/HAIL THUNDER

Costessey

1988

Taverham

Avg. 1988 Avg. 1988 Avg.

Jan. 113.1 58.4 2/0 5/1 0 rare

Feb. 42.9 45.0 8/3 4/1 1 rare

March 84.0 42.7 6/3 3/1 2 rare

April 41.6 39.9 1/0 1/1 0 1

May 40.5 41.7 0/1 rare 1 2

June 26.2 43.2 0/0 very rare/rare 0 3

July 146.4 57.9 0/0 —/rare 9 3

August 38.9 54.9 0/0 —/rare 1 3

Sept. 45.9 53.6 0/0 —/rare 2 2

Oct. 54.2 62.5 0/0 rare 2 1

Nov. 44.1 71.1 3/0 2/1 0 rare

Dec. 19.4 57.7 0/0 3/1 0 rare

Year 697.2 628.6 20/7 18/6 18 15

Averages quoted above are for 46 years to 1984 for rainfall, otherwise for 17 years to 1984.
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